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Ottawa County Times.
VOL. XII.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, OCTOBER

COURSE.

r

COLLEGE LECTURE
Patrons of the Hope college lecture To-day

—

Clocks
i

If it’s a clock

you’re looking

number of

for we have a large

NO. 38
HOLLAND

FAIR.

PERSONAL.

the nineteenthannual
Dr. IL Kremers was in Forest Grove
course will note with interest the at- fair of the South Ottawa & West Alleand Jamestown Wednesday on profestractionssecured for this season. The gan Agricultural Society. The weather sional business.
course will excel even last year's and promised well on Tuesday but WednesG. J. Klumper of Overisel took in the
wi,! equa1, Jn quality- those given at day was discouraging and the heavy fair yestt-rday.
the large universities. The manage- downpour of rain that afternoon and
Mrs. 'M. Jonkman, West Fourteenth
ment has endeavored to arrange the leaden skies yesterday morning no street, Is recovering from an illness.
lectures so as to suit the conveniencedoubt kept many away. There was a
Will Boot returned Saturday to Ann
of our business men and thereforehave good attendanceyesterday,however,
Arbor to resume his electrical engineeravoided Tuesdays and Saturdays. The and to-day will no doabt see another
ing course.
course will open Oct 21 with Dr. large crowd there. The exhibits this
Squire E. J. Harringtonwas in AlNewell Dwight Hillis, the celebrated year are excellent,the entries numberlegan An business Friday.
Brooklyn divine and well-known ing about 1,500. In several departAttorneys L. Y. Devries and C. H.
author. For Nov. 4 has been secured ments there was hardly room enough
McBride were in Allegan Friday on
Montavllle Flowers, the Impersonator, to accommodate the exhibitors. There
professional business.'
already known to a Holland audience. are a number of good attractionson the
John Neerken, Ben Lugers and Henry
It will be remembered that two years grounds, such as Silver Bros.’ circus,
Vandett Berg were among the students
ago he gave a very pleasing rendition the Ferris Wheel, Palace of Wonders,
who left for Ann Arbor this week.
of “Ben Hur” at this place. By many etc.
John benjamin,the shoe dealer,was
critics he Is believed to surpass Leland
J. & M. Kerkhof have a line exhibit in Chlcfco on business this week.
T. Powers. Dec. 2 Slayton Women's of gas engines of the National Gas EnMr.
Mrs. John Rutgers and son
Symphony orchestra will appear. The gine Co. These bandy machines are of Gra
Haven visited friends here
orchestra consists of 20 ladies, includ- wonders and farmers should get inforthis w*
and took In the fair,
ing four soloists. For quality and in mation on them.
G.
ilthof and family of Grand
price this is superior to anything the
The superintendents of the various Rapi
ttended the fair here yestercourse has ever had. On Dec. 14 Do- departmentsare: Cattle,H. Van Kamday.

Look over our
Line of

2, 1903.

shapes and sizes and at prices

from $1.00 to $50.00, every
one a time keeper, and every
one warranted to give entire

closes
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I Extra Special
For Wednesday

Tops

Pillow

'

satisfaction.

Hardie
THE JEWELER

rado S. Taft, America’s greatest sculp- pen and J. Meeuwsen; Horses, J. H.
tor, will give a glimpse of an art studio Boone and H. Kooiker; Sheep and

J

l

in clay for his audience. The Swine, F. J. Everbardt and H. Harpresident of Leland Stanford, Jr., uni- rington; Poultry, Jas. L. Conkey; Agversity,David Starr Jordan, will give riculture, E B. M. Westerhof and K.

Eggleston. In the costume of Mary
Stuart, she will interpret “When
Knighthood was in Flower.'* The cooperation of every citizen of Holland
Boston Bakery.
and community is urged to make this
course a success. The expense will exceed $1,100 and it is only by careful
manipulation and loyal support of its
patrons that this sum can be secured.
Every seat must be sold. The man| agement of the course has-been placed
in the hands of Jacob Pelgrlm. Outand
f
side parties wishing to secure tickets

1

|?S»Kery-

j

|

4
v
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MARTIN'S

Drug

Book

Store

is headquarters for

4

|

new and

secondhand
School Books

can confer with him.

f
£

OPEN SEASON ON GAME.
Beginning Oct. 1 ducks, geese and
plover may be killed until Nov. 30;
squirrels,black, gray and fox, from
Oct. 15 to Nov. 30; partridge, quail,
woodcock and snipe from Oct. 20 to

School Supplies of All Kinds.

|

3

may

Nov. 30; three deer to each hunter

POST BLOCK,

Cor. 8th A-

be killed from Nov. 8 to Nov. 30

River Sts., Holland,Mich.

in-

clusive. Open season for muskrats begins Nov. 1. The penalty for negligent

MARRIAGE
both of Fillmore.

Alfred Lavern Noah of Oakfield, Kent
county, and Elsie M. Frank of Dorr.

Ollice, 27

Charley C. Smith and Carrie Whittemore, both of Allegan.
Howard Wicks
Knox of Martin.

West Eighth St.

Will answer day and night calls and

go to any point

John H. Lam per and Media Mock,

in the state to do both of Ganges.

operations.

surgical

Hopkins and Marie

of

Melvin Crumb and Grace Bush, both
of Martin.

si-te

CltlzeiiHPhone 17.

isiness this week.

evening was spent.
a fine

Botmanand his

aids

Her

Mr.

J. Scott,

C0Rage

Riha Bush.

215 Widdioomb Building,

20,

Corner of Monroe and Market Sts.

Holland.

WORD TO

John J. Rutgers. Registerof Deeds.
rend Visscherand wife to George
Kamphuis,
e %. nw >4. sec. 17,
Olive township .......................
Adrian B. Bosnian and wife to
Henry Hymn and wife,
lot 12
A

e

$

s

:

jqq

]>0oo

J. Stewart et al. to Emma
Devenpoit.lot 8, block 3. Conk-

Andrew
J.

St.,

them are very tempting.

Splendid

A

the weeds and brush along the
highways before the storms of winter
arrive. The rural carrier is expected to
make his daily trip in spite of ail obstacles and it is your duty to keep, the
roads in passable condition. The oldfashioned fences have nearly all disappeared, but of what avail when the
road is lined with weeds to catch the
drifting snow? Never a rail fence or
hedge made a more beautiful snow,

AT

organist at the Park Congregational
;;
church at Grand Rapids, showed that
in the hands of a good player the new

STEVENSON’S
JEWELRY STORE.
C. A.

instrument is an excellent one.

?!

VIVIAN-KLEYN.
A very pretty wedding took place
Thursday night at the home of Mrs.
J. it. Kleyn, West Eleventh street, the
contracting parties being Miss Anna

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
Rings, Scarf Pins, Lockets, Chains,

been a good advertisement for the city.

Charms, Fans, Toilet Sets,

Hilda Kleyn and James D. Vivian of

Dress Sets, Manicure Sets,

Jan Ver Strate to Adrian Van Leven, part
se >4.. sec. 27.
Georgetown township ............... i
Adrian Van Leven to John Ver
Strate. part e fc. w %. se >4. sec.

e w

Gold Pens. Ink Stands, Fine
China, Cut Glass. Jewel

.

!

cheap

•

Anna<C. Post et al. to David Dam-"
stra, lots lla and ill, Post's fourth
add. Holland .............. ..........^

DAIRY*
LUNCH AND

i

|

2

RESTAURANT

V

Lunches of all kinds and abort

4

^
4
1

-

2
1

100

1

order work.

Milliardsaod'Pool in connection.

Convenientto

4

stop at.

Monroe Sweet, Corner Ionia,

GRAND RKPIDB, MICH.
H

i f’t

1

1

1

1

1

'} {
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$
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1

Cases, Vases. Etc. Etc. Etc.

.

.

|

*

Assortment

.

Holland. Mich.

are just as

you buy or look.

Don’t forget to see our big

approaching, your attention is respect- audience took in the exercises. The
fully called to the necessity of cutting playing of Professor Colwell, .who is

Crystal Falls, this state. The cere“An ounce of prevention is worth a mony was performedby the Rev. J. T.
pound of cure.’’Better a few hours of Bergen in the presence of a large numioy
FIROT -CLASS DENTISTRY
work
now in pleasant weather than ber of invited guests. The bride was
AND PRICES RIGHT.
days of snow shoveling In the cold next one of Holland's most popular young
Houae: 8:30 to 12 a. x.; 1:30 to 5:30 i\m.
27, Georgetowntownship .......... jjoo
winter. Remember, by helping your ladies,and the happy young couple
Evenings by Appointment.
Anna S. Klelnhekselto Simon Harcarrier you are helping yourselves. have thp best wishes of a large circle
Ottawa Phone 33.
kema, part lot 7. block 14, South
West add. Holland ...................
330 Show him a kindness and you will of friends. They will reside at Crystal
Adrian B. Bosman and wife to
make him a better servant. Once more, Falls.
Henry J. KJIngenberg, lot 4„
cut
down the weeds along the road
block B, Bosman’s add. Holland..
890
LITTLE INDIAN MAIDENS.
side and the fences. Cut' down the
Hcndrlkje Dlekema et al. to Henry
Tocsi
and Grace Sunday are two litJ. Heinz, part se hw % .sec. 20,
bushes and burn them. Give the ‘wind
If you want a good Watch •
Holland township ....... ............ j
tle Apache Indian girls who were the
a clean sweep. You will improve the
^ Horace H. Pope et al. to George
guests of Mrs. C. V. R. Gilmore, East
looks of your farms, have an open
Van der Veen et al., lot 67, Bay
UO TOTwelfth
street, tills week. They came
View add. Holland ................... j;- highway for yourselves next winter,
fiom Fort Sill. Oklahoma, with Miss
C. A. Stevenson’sJewelry Store
Albert J. Kraal et al. to. James S.
insure an uninterrupted mall delivery
Whelan, part nw Vt. ne L. sec. 31,
MaUd Adkinson to attend the missionHolland, Mich. $
Holland township .................... -- and s^nd the carrier on his way reary conferenceat Muskegon, net. 8.
East Eighth

18

if

stock of furs; the prices on

PATRONS.

lln .....................................
1.000
Jan Verstrate to John Verstrate.
drift than a wire fence with a strip of
w tr, w Vj. se %, sec. 27, Georgetown township ............. .........j jdd golden rod.

DENTIST.

over

organ solo by Professor Colwell, collecR. F. D.

down

blk 59, Holland .........

.

Holland;

Just

them

”

A

Real Estate Transfers.

DR. F. M. GILLESPIE,

welcome

affair has been conducted. ''
Park, have returned to their home oil
In the 2:24 class trot, purse 8200, the
Ninth street, corner of Columbia averesult was:
nue. Mr. Scott, who was indisposed
Billy Edwards ................ 1 1 j
last spring, has recuperated and transJohnson ......................3 2 2
Romeo .....................” 2 3 3 acted considerable business this past
Time, 2;3(5, 2:30!, 2:32.
summer selling lots at Jenison Park.
In the 2:25 pace, purse 8200:
Monte Boy ................... ] j j
ORGAN DEDICATED.
Omar Faflnol ..............* 2 2 4 The fine new pipe organ at the Four?IttUdL ....................
3 3 2
teenth Street Christian Reformed
...................... 5 4 3
church was dedicated'Wednesday evenTime, 2:324, 2:32*, 2:32} ......
ing with appropriate exercises. The

Allendale; Fannie

Henry VanderWater. 20.

right.
look

anyway. You

tion. selectionby Professor Colwell, a
that the pleasant days of sum- vocal solo by Mrs. (J. J. Diekema,and
Howard Soper. 21, Holland; Evelyn
mer are almost, past and winter is fast a number of organ selections.A large
Hubbell, 19. Grand Rapids.

HUIZINGA

Central ^p1rL0rs.

prices are

come and

Now

Specialist

GRAND RAPIDS.

we are already having a
them. It must
be that our styles and
big sale on

who spent

F. Knowlson,30. Allendale.

DR.

elegant line

At Jeniso

Throat

^

are

fall

We have an
to show and

children are

Eye, Ear, Nose and

38.

The Jackets this
loose fitting.

#

1 he attendance yesterday was fully program included an organ solo by
Cornelius Siplon,25. Muskegon; Kate 0,000 and the prospects are the society ProfessorColwell, singing of Psalm 150,
Thomas, 22, Holland.
will make expenses.
invocation, organ selections, chorus,

John S. Thayer,

New Jackets

Mrs. I.. Knite, Mrs. R. Vander Berg
and John Mftprman.

which the

Harry Menken and Grace .Schuurman,

W. B. Church, M. d.

cago 0;

>

President A. B.

LICENSES.'

1

W.

one oW the stockholders of the new
There were no races on Wednesday state lit 11k organized at Coopersville.
on account of the rains. Those having
Mrs. ^ George Ballard of Woburn,
exhibits of farming implements and
Mass.,' Milled here by the death of
buggies are Takken & Hills and B.Van
her father, E. Herold, returned home
Raalte, of this city, Henry Menken, the Wednesday.
well known Graafschapdealer, H. De
Miss- Grace Kollen of Overisel acKruif and Van Dyke & Co. of Zeeland.
compared Prof. Egbert Winter of the
A. H. Meyer has, as usual, a fine disWisconsin Memorial academy at Cedar
play of instrumentsand sewing ma- Grovejjthisweek to accept a position
chines. Slagh & Brink have a neat there as teacher.
display of paints, papers, etc. Among
Mr.'Jahd Mrs. A. J. Ward, East
the poultry exhibitors are L. S. &. L. Eighth street,pleasantly entertained
Sprietsma, Jas. L. Conkey, J. B. Hada partv, of friendsat cards Wednesday
den, John Vissers, John Schipper, Will
evening in honor of Mrs. F. M. Ward
Vissers. R. Westveld, B. Lievense
of Maishall,sister of Mrs. A. J. Ward.
F. J. Everhartand Jacob Westveld.
Mrs/ A. Meerman. West Ninth street,
Among the stock exhibitars are Gill was 78, years old Monday and her chilVan Hoven and H. Van Kampen. John dren, greadcbildren and great-grandMeeuwsen has a hog on exhibition that children surprised her and a pleasant

deserve credit for the thorough way In

Office Ovbh Doesuuko'h
Dhuo Stoke.
Hours. 8 to 12 a. in ; 1 to 5 p. m.
Evenings by ap|K>imment. Cit. Phone 441.

>f Grand Rapids.
Lander Ploeg, the book dealer,
licago on business this week.
5se, the clothier, was in Chi-

Mrs. G. J. Deur.

careless shooting or killing or weighs 754 pounds.
wounding any- human being while in
The Lokker-RutgersCo.,
make
pursuit of game is $1,000 line or ten showing of fur coats.
years’ Imprisonment.

West Twelfth

Win. Van Koppik; Flora) Department, Mis
>ena Smyers and Miss Reka
John A. Kooyers; Woman’s Depart- K nooif >izen visitedin Fillmore Tuesment, Miss Alice Purdy; Miscellaneous day.
Department,Al. Hidding; Household
William Tc- raves t of GoopersvllleatDepartment, Mrs. B. Van Raalte and tended fair here this week. He is

or

DR. J. 0. SCOTT
rnmm — DENTIST.

was

issie Bolhuis,

Next Wednesday at 9 o’clock we place on sale 100 New
Design Pillow Tops at the exceptional low price of 10c
each. Not one will be sold before Wednesday/ 9 o’clock.
Be in time is our advice. See them in our show window.

visiting her sister Mrs. Dr. D.

Meen
Hen

a popular lecture Jan. 15. The. course Koster; Poraological,G. J. Deur and
will close Feb. 3 with Miss Katherine Geo. H. Souter; Farm Implements,

j

A.

stree

and work

1 The price of Bread has fe
fff been raised to 5c a loaf, fv
or 6 for 25 cents. : : :

i S.

Miss

each

‘

1

There was a big sensation in LeesW. H. Brown of thai
place, who was expectedto die, bad
1/is life saved by Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. He writes: "1
endured insufferable agonies from
Asthma, but your New Discovery gave
me Immediate relief and soon thereafter effecteda complete cure. Similar
cures of Consumption, Pneumonia,
Bronchitisand Grip are numerous. It's
the peerless remedy for all throat and
lung troubles.Price 50c and $1.00.
Guaranteedby W. C. Walsh, Druggist.
vilic,Ind., wh* n

1 Trial bottles10c.

j

Joining

.

Toes

1|

is a great interpreterfor the In-

dians at Fort

Sill.

REV. VAN HOOGEN LEAVES.
Rev. H. Van Hoogen, who has been
PUBLIC SALES,
pastor of the Central Avenue Christian
On Wednesday. Oct. 7, at 9:30 a. m.
Reformed church for nearly eight at the farm of Steven Lucas, half a
years, will go to ProspectParle, New mile north and ha*if a 1 die < ast
of
Jersey, where he will take charge of Graafschapvillage.
the Fifth Christian Reformed congreOn Wednesday, Oct. 7. at 10 a. m. at
gation. His church had the largest
- ----- ----- ~o
the farm of William KruitholT.one and
membership of any of that denomina-(one-half miles southwest of West Olive.
Hon in the state, being 1700. represent- On Thursday, Oct. 8. at 9 a. m. at
ing 375 families. The congregation Is the farm of Geert Moeke at Borculo.
sorry to lose him, but the work became
On Thursday. Oct. 8, at 9 a. m. at
too great for him and he decided to the farm of J. H. Gruppen, three miles

—

take a smaller charge.

southwestof Graafschap.

’

Pixine Veterinary Ointment
A
and Hoof

positive cure for Scratches, Grease Heel.

Mud Fever

Rot.

As a Gall Cure it is unexcelled.
A penetrating, soothing,absorbing, antiseptic, healing
ointment, 'hai 1
mi beneath the surface, subduing infiatmuion and ^‘!u td.t'mg healthy granulation and not by drying
and scabbing. 25 and fiOc per box at

..

|

Csn.dePree’s Drug Ston

Corner High

IT’S

1. -

4

4

ami Central Avenue.
^

C

4

4

*•«

ft*

*4

*4C

C»2

UP TO YOu!

are here with a full lino of ORANGES, LEMONS, FIGS.
DATES. GRAPES, APPLES, NUTS, CANDIES, CIGARS
and TOBACCOS. Call aud investigate. We will interest you.

We

Alwaya welcome at

DAMSON & CALKIN’S

THE BURTON GHOST.

* LACKED CLEAN HANDS

It Scared the Intrepid Kxplorer

Killed 111m

CRImirm Board of Trade Di-fcnted In Caurt
Bwuu-u- It Gambles la

Doff.

Where was there a braver man, 1
wonder, than Sir Richard Burton?
Once, though, hLs face ik’JihIand Ids
breath came in susta. A ghost did it, of
course,and this was the manner of It:
Burton was told of a house In London,
quite a poor sort of house, by tho way,
which was said to be haunted.**I do
not believe It,” replied Burton. Then he
was told that It was a sjieclally terri-

at his own request the companlou

Shims

bus written the opinion for the United

Mi

Head

States court of appeals in the case of

dredth Anniversary.

New Firm

YOUIt

I)t:huque,Ia..S(‘pt. 2r».~ Judge

Western Metropolis Begins the
Celebration of Its One Hun-

the Christie Grain and Stock company

WHEN

ot al, appellant,vs. the board of trade

Chicago, appellee,reversing the decis-

MANY INTERESTING FEATURES ion of

Coufli Syrup

the federal court of Missouri
and remanding the case to that court
Is

with instructionsto dismiss the bill nt
complainant’s cost. The Chicago
coln Park— Great Industrial
board of trade secured an Injunction
Parade— Fireworks
in the lower court against the Christie
company restraining it fronl obtaining from the telegraph companiesany
Chicago, Sipt. 28.— The celebration of the quotations furnished by the
of Chicago'* centennial anniversary is board of trade, alleging that the quoon. Commencingwith the arrivalof tations were private property and

ble kind of ghost, and be said he didn't Six Tribes of Indians in

believe that either. He would go and
see. To the empty house (the three last
tenants hud been found dead In bod,
and such things get talked about) went
Burton with a friend and a dog. ‘‘('tmie
up with me,’' said he to his friend, and

Don’t Cough

.Margins,

Camp

!

so essily obtained

und so quickly cures.

In Lin-

Tlic right
Chc-st and

John Dc Kruif having bought out

remeJy for nil diseases of Throat,
lungs. Acts on nature's plan—

Mrs. C. Boone’s millineryestablish-

cough, relieves the lungs, opens

loosens the

ment, has

the secretions,effectsa cure.

placed

cheap substitute on which
druggist makes more protit. Get Porter's.
Don't accept

a

same

Price 25 and 59 Cents.
locked Burton In the room and took the
could not be furnished except upon
key down with him. “1 shall be all six tribes of Indians' whose ancestors
contract.
right here; I've got my dog, toa" the hunted oyer or Inhabited 'the territory
The testimony developed that 85 per
FOR SALE RY
great traveler whispered confidently. now occupied by a dry containing
cent, of the transactions of the board
“However, If 1 ring, get ready to come 2.231,000 inhabitants, it will continue
Heber Walsh, 5. A. Martin, C. D. Smith,
was gambling in margins, that by adup, and should I ring twice— well, come
DRUGGISTS.
mission of the heard it was shown
quickly.”
tiiat It maintainedbucket shops. On
The friend waited as he was bid. Mintills evidence the appellate court holds
utes passed like hours. Ills eyes were
that tho board of trade did not come
glued on the bell Imnglng motionless.A
Into court with clean hands, or for a
long wait Pull of foreboding, he was
lawful purpose and clearly It was not
on the point of breaking the conditions

I'omofloled his store anil

new

fixtures and stock

for the

trade. The

conducted by hisjjtwo daugh-

will be

and the firm name styled Dc
Kruif Sisters, who will be ready to
ters

serve the public in the latest styles
and shapes.

ZEELAND

the duty of a court of equity to grant
any relief prayed by Ir. that the transactions was in violationof tho statute
of Illinois and therefore unlawful.

.and going up to prosis-et,when the bell

did ring. And before he had tackled
the first lllght Qf stairs It pealed out
again and— Up those stall’s he rushed,
two and three steps at u time, you may
be sure. To open the door was the
work of an instant, and then Into his
arms reeled Burton, almost dead with
terror. "The place Is accursed,” he
gasped. “What have you seen?" begged
the friend. Burton's head shook. "No,
no,” he cried. “My poor dog's dead.
I'm almost palsied with fright More
than that no, no, I cannot tell you!"
Now, this Is quite true, and the house
was Immediately afterward pulled
down. What did Burton see? No one

NINE KILLED

IN

0* ]rra cet Ml tf brwth
casil;?
Aie y«r cheeks isttitf
tukra aid Bellow?

TRAIN WRECK

Sov«-n Ollier*Fatally f!ISrt

In

in

business

Pallin';

Are you alwiyt

tired,

dts*

CMraged tod despondent ?
Yonroen'M arc sUrWit:
Mtkieg leu.

Trestle mi the Southern Komi] |d

North Carolina.

nM

Never
whit closes it
\oa woi’tsstwsUaotliltU

Charlotte.N. C.. Sept 29.— Niue men

were instantlykilled and seven uthem

puMfs.

seriously,perhaps fatally,hurt when

Ysm

a south-hound mail train on the South-

cu (si well by skill
t

PALMO TABLETS

^

4

ern railway, traveling nt a high rah
7h« «UI Pit via tali every oscle of
rate of speed, crashed through
yotrMy, tfveyoos |oa4,ksM UicsOm,
trestle seventy-five feel high half
•at M* FM Ii ship to eiisy JU* (uenUy.
PORT DEARBORN 100 YEA US AGO.
knows. He Is dead now, jioor fellow,
mile north of Danville,Vo. The dead:
GO oaoU per box, 12 for l&JX). Gunotoad..
and no one ever will. The three tenants six days, the exercises to he ended
l\ X. Ardnmvright,Mount Clinton,
latoroetingbook, free.
could tell us, but terror and death came with a civic mars meeting at Ihe Audi- Va.. mall clerk: Thomas. Blair, Central.
Hxbid Drug Go., OlmUad, O.
together to them.— London Tatler.
torium, at which the mayors of sev- N. C., conductor; W. T. Chambers.
eral of the largestcities in the United Mihhmd. Va., ninil clerk: D. T. Flory,
Nokesville, Va., mail clerk; g. }. Sold by 1V.C. Walsh, Druggist, Holland.
States will be* heard.
ANCIENT MARINERS.
A great crowd of visitors Is expect- Moody, Raleigh. X. C., flagman; J. L.
<lnc«r Belief* They Held About -the
ed. Unusually attractiveInducements Thompson. Washington, D. G\. mail AAA44A A44AA44. Mil A-fAA-x > x t
Unexplored Ocean.
clerk;
Thompson, boy of 13, son
In the way of rates have been offered
The landlockedMediterranean, which
of above. The. injured are: Frank
LEONARD Y. DEVRIES f
by the railroads,and it Is predicted
was the only sea known to the Romans
E. Brooks. Charlottsville, Va., mail
ATTORNEY AT
t
and Greeks of twenty odd centuries that those, with the attending festivi- clerk; JenningsJ. Dunlap. WashingSpecialattentiongiven to collections. £
ties, will bring more than half a milago, was filledwith mysterious terrors,
ton. I). C., maii clerk; Perdvnl Indenlion visitors to the city.
Ofllce, Vaii der Veen Block. f
while the more distantlands bordering
mauer, Washington,D. C.. mail clerk; , Clt. I hotre J60, cor. River and Sth St. r
Even
Is
for
Koch
Hay.
on it were the abodes of wonders and
Louis W. Spiers. Manassas, Va., mail
strange peoples. Gods of monstrous The executive committee has pre- clerk: Harrison J. Thompson. St. Lake,
shapes ruled the waters, enchanting pared a program which, It predicts, Va., mall clerk: Charles E. Reames,
sirens dwelt on the Islets and rocks, and will not be disappointing. There will Culpepper, Va., mall clerk.
on the dry land beyond were to be he something diverting every day. The
POLICE ON THE TRAIL
found weird enchantresses,fire breath- Indian show at Lincoln park, where

v

x-J

-

.

LAW.

rm

was

jcirt of the mighty river which
flowed around the flat earth In an unending stream.
Traditionsays that there was In those
times at Gibraltara stone pillar 100 cubits high, with a brass statue on It and
an inscription stating this to be the limit of navigation. Beyond was a “sea of
darkness,"infestedwith terrors beyond
the power of the imagination to conceive. Occasionally n bold navigator
did, nevertheless,venture outside into
the Atlantic, but was compelled to turn
back very quickly. A whirlwind would
.arise and threaten to swamp the vessel,
or, more alarming still, a gigantichand,
supposedto be that of Satan, would
emerge from the ocean of eternal gloom
and warn back the mariners.

Superintendent E. G. Cooley, of thl
city schools, has directed the principal to give jjjelr 237.0U0 pupils an
opportunity to see the aborigines In jTil
their painted glory. Sunday nearly all
the ministers in the city preachedon
Chicago’s growth and mission. Monday there .will be baud concerts on
the lake front and a reception in the
evening by the Chicago Historical so-

mmimmim* rm

Home

Studebaker Vehicles
and Harness
warrants us in putting it strong. That experience proves that
nothing satisfiesso well as Studehakcrs.We don’t need to tell
J’ou that they are honest goods. When yon have made your purchase you go home satisfied and stay satisfied. That’s the kind of
customers we need in the buildingof our business. That’s why we
handle the Studebaker line.
Do you need something? Let us figure on it with you.

Fennvillc

ing beasts, fierce pygmies and dreadful six tribes of Indians will live ns they
As They Believe, of the Miscreant Who
cannibals.-Adventurousvoyagers who and their ancestors have lived for hunTried to Kidiiup One of Governor
got ns far as the pillars of Hercules, dreds of years, will offer an unsunl
Mickey’sChildren.
now called the strait of Gibraltar, attraction to all who care to inrpeqt
Lincoln.
Neb., Sept. 29.— No arrest
brought back Intelligence that the great It. There Is also a reproduction of
lias been made in connection with the
ocean beyond was not navigable. It old Fort Dearborn there.

You May Drive

with a wagon that everybody takes off his hat to if you
-* trade with us. We are not given to extravagant statements but the experiencewe have had selling
||

(2.1SK)

James Kole, 133-143 River St., Holland, Mich.

attempt to kidnaptbe daughterof Gov-

This noted

uriur Mickey, but the police are pur-

Wing a quest which’ Cutef RoiiC-.hn

said would, he thought, result In the
capture of two suspects.The men suspected are former convict. Warden
Boomer, of the penitentiary,has toldof two warnings he received previous
to the hanging of Convict Rhea, to the.
effect that trouble would befall ’ the
ciety.
Mickey family if the governor did not
Great Induiitriii] Parade.
interpose to save Rhea’s life.
A big Industrialparade,- illustrative The guard around the governor’s
of the advancement and development mansion has been increased, as it is
of the West, will be seen Tuesday. feared another attempt will be made
Colonel. E. C. Young, of the parade to steal one of Governor Mickey’s
committee, estimates there will be children.The four smaller children

sire will

make

the stand at Holland each

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of every week for
the season of 1903.

Enquire for terms,

J. II.

etc,, .of

and

Hjelinl

GOO men and women in line, and are not permittedto leave the house,
these, with the 160 floats promised, unless they are accompanied by an
N'ot merely on these accounts was will extend, if placed in a straight older member of the family.
j
the ocean impracticable for ships. It line, for live miles.
Troops
Invade
Kentucky.
was reported to be so dense with saltWednesday the stockyardswill be
Camp Young, West Point, Ky.. Sept.
No. 18
9tli-St.
ness and so crowded with seaweeds and thrown open to the public and unihuge beasts that headway could not be formed mounted guards and footmen 28-— The first excitementin this part
made through it. Even up to the time assigned to the accommodation of the of Hardin county since 18(54. when Both Phones No. 13.
of Columbus such beliefs prevailed, immense crowd which Is expectedto Gen. Buell placed a small detachment
and his crews were terrifiedon entering avail itself of the opportunity to in- of infantl.. on Fort Hill, a short disthe Saragossa sea by the weeds and spect Chicago’s great packing center. anee from West Point, was upon the
calms.
In the afternoon there will be swim- people today, as they gazed in aston- OSTEOPATHY CURES WHEN
ming and rowing races on the lagoons ishment upon the arrival of trainload
OTHER METHODS PAIL!
after truinloml of enlisted men and
Taken at IIIh Word.
at Lincoln park, and In the evening a
When dealing with black servants In 920.000 fireworks display on the lake their equipments. Altogether the railIndia, it Is necessary to be very careful front at the foot of Van Huron street. roads had 18 troop trains on the schedWe do not work miracles, nor cure
ule. and many of them had arrived,
In the wording of one’s instructions, for
incurable
diseases, but we do cure many
Will End Thursday.
and the commands had been assigned
they are sometimes taken very literally.
diseases that are Incurable mnder the
The ceremonieswill end Thursday. to their quarters before noon.
A missionary voyaging on a river boat
old methods of treatment.
Aquatic sports and races In which the
with primitiveaccommodation was
IllinoisState Fair Opens,
Indians may participatewill again he
Consultation and Examination
Compelled to use a bucket as a washSpringfield,HI.. Sept. 28.— For the
seet at Lincoln park. There will be
B’Ree whether you take treatmentor
bowl. One morning his boy servant
a reception to the old soldiersat Me- first time In Its history the state fair not.
was bringing the bucket to bis master
morial hall In the afternoon. The opened on Saturdayand will continue
when be spilled some of it over the latOffice Hours-9 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 4
mayors of twenty cities will be given for eight days. Every departmentof
ter’s feet “Why don’t you throw it
and 7 to 8 p. m.
the
fair
is
full
to
the
limit,
and
for
a banquet at the Auditoriumat (5
all over meV" said the missionary irriPHONES-Offlce 441; Residence 466.
o’clock, and at 8 o’clock a civic mass several days past there has been no
tably. “Aha!” exclaimed the l>oy and
meeting will be held at the Auditor- available space left The new wopromptly did no.
ium. Speecheswill be made by sev- man’s building will he dedicated on
eral of the attending mayors, the prin- Tuesday, and the new dairy building
8,

Carriages

W.

The Largest Assortment

in the City.
J

Carpets, Rngs, Mattings,
Draperies.
A

very complete line and offered at the
lowest prices,

A. C.

RINCK & CO.

DR. L. CHASE.

Concerning Mliitlctoe.
In “Wild Fruits of the Countryside"
the author gives some Interestinginformation about mistletoe. As a parasite It possessesmany curious peculiarities, among others the fact that it is
the only plant whose roots refuse to
shoot In the ground. Another point
about mistletoe Is that It is supposed
to grow on the oak tree. Mistletoe
rarely grows on oaks. Most of It is
gathered from apple trees.

coming -om Mayor Seth on Wednesday.
Low, of New York. The Washington
Jett Scntcncci! to Hang.
Marine hand, which will be brought
Cynthiaiin, Ky., Sept. 26.— Curtis

cipal address

f

here In n special train for the oecasioh. will furnish the music.

The central part of the city has
taken on holiday attire. From the
walls of tlie principal buildings float
hundreds of flags, while bunting covers arches and doorways along the
principal business streets In the loop.
JlllnoUMon

tlio

Best Shot*.

Springfield.111., Sept. 25. — Ulinoih
Girl — Who was that' distinguished has for the third time In sucmslon
looking foreigner that was announced won the Washburn trophy in contests
just now? I didn’t quite catch the ti- against the rifle teams of the Nationtle.
al Guard, of other states. A telegram
. Other Girl— You won’t either.Lil Bul- dated at Lake City. Minn., where the
lion bus made a catch of that.-Chicago contest has been taking place, states
Tribune.
that Illinois wins, am! gives the total
score as f Mows: Illinois.2.351; MinHovr to' Clenn a lilaclc Salt.
nesota, 2.1-tS: Iowa, 2.134.
To clean a black auit lay the pant*,
Two ConventionsRenominate Low.
coat and vest on your table and take
New
York. Sept. 25. — The campaign
a potato (raw), cut In two halves and
dipped In strong atrulned coffee, rub for the election of mayor and other
hard all over tlie articles, and when city officers was fairly begun, when
dry rub briskly with whisk broom, Mayor Seth Low was renominatedby
which will remove shine and look like both the Republican and Citizens’mi
Ion conventions. The result was a
new.
foregone conclusion. ControllerGrout
How to Cssre For Your Brauhei. and President of the Board of AlderThe backs of brushes of silver or men Forms were renominated with

Jett was brought into court and
.TUdge Osborne decreed that he he
hanged "between sunrise and sunset,
Dec. 18, for killing James Cookrill at
Jackson, Ky.. July 21. 1902.". Judge
Blanton, attorney for Jett. roplP-d;
’’Well judge there will be many sunrises and sunsets before he has been
hanged.”

Cut Out.

xxlckd can be kept bright by rubbing

yltb t flannel flipped In ammonia.

i

Mayor Low.

Spanish War Veterans.

Now Haven,

Conn.. Sept 29.— Clad

In uniforms of blue ami gray, emblem-

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN.
East fctb St., bocsburg lilcck,

Failure
tile is more often due to exhausted
nerve force than to lack of capital.
Strong nerves are the capital Dial
helps men conquer conditions.
When people lose their capitalthey
set to work to regain it.
When we lose our nerve force w«N
ought to seek n means of getting it
ba.' k- .- There is a way, certain and

In order to

in

scientific.

bargains

!

8|,iip

m

igei i'
;

ns.
Ja*>. i Tiiluisin mi

in

sm-Cm'.-iI

America n wnr mei< hcd in para'’
us a preliminary to the oneni:: »
fourth annual erj-lj’of the ; ,
Army and Nao r.malsh V ;u
a

and

for cutters

sell at

Greatly Reduced Prices.

atic of the reunion of the comrade,- or

men formerlyseparated by
strife, J.OtKtsold lyre of the

make room

Weighs, will

TnaL

.

:P8,

SMi

steel.

feed the nerves, making them steady
an I strongas
3
We do not believe they can fail to
cure Nervous Del.ihtyand physicalexhaustlon;that's why we agree to refund
your money if six boxes do not cure
you.

-45i

!
M

1’il

Lexington, Sept. 29.— .rimes i£. r; .’liS! 00 per box; 0 boxes $5.00, mailed
securely settled upon receiptof price.
man, formerly lieuteimutgovernor of
South Carolina, has been pieced on
trial here In the circuit court for Lexington county, under an Indictment villi by W. C. fcabh, Imisgist,Holland.
charging him with the murder of M.
G. Gonzales, editor of The Columbia
Shte. A jury was obtained and the

taking of testimonycommenced.

t

1

Takken

Dr. Porter’s Cough Syrup I
Cures

all

CHRONIC COUGHS.

11

I'

Ugi'

.-;

also second hand

d be convinced.

C

97-99 Eighth Sl„

Hills,
Holland.

HE KICKED IlEK:«Cr OF BED

LOTS

Which

lit

fer

One Keaton Why Mrs. LolirttorWants a Divorce from Her
HiiMbund.

—

Port Huron, Midi.,. Sept. 20.

For Sale
The MichiganFruit Station.
The Michigan experimentstation is

Twelve lots on 14th and
15th streets, between

Maple

st and First ave., for

$350
each,
cash or*]monthly payments.
This

is

the best chance ever

offered to Holland investors.

Diekema & Kolfon

ticked her out of bed because she protested a gainst his bringing n hook to
bed with bin and; reading when she
wanted to go to sleep. There are other grounds, of course" but that is tho
principal one. The suit Is being tried
at Flint, where Mrs. Lohrsterfer lives.
Mrs. Lohrsterfer also told the court
that her father bad paid thei cost of
their wedding trip to Europe, and had
bought them a $10,01)0 residence hert.
But domestic jangles, had come and
Mrs. Lohrstorfer- had decided to return
to her parents.She has a dozen society ladles subpenaed to testify to
her good character.The doctor will
tight the suit to the hitter end, and
will produce- a list of 400 places of
amusement to which he took his wife
during their married life.

ITATE HAPPENINGS RECORDED

located at Agricultural College, near
Lansing. It has a branch .at South
News of Michigan Prepared for the
Haven devoted entirelyto experiments
Beuclitand Convenienceof
with fruit The cause for the existOur Reader*.
ence of this branch station are the
1‘ ,
peculiar soil along the shores of Lake
Michigan and climatic conditionsquite
Detroit, Sept. 20.— A vor$ unusual
unlike other parts of the state. Morepetition has been presentetf to the
over this region is a famous fruit proWayne circuit judges by the Detroit
ducing region, and experimentsmade
Bar nssoclatiop,in which there is an.
at Lansing would not be likely to apply fully to the so-called fruit-belt. implied criticismof the bench by the
representative of the Farmers’ Review last week visited this -fruit station and found It in a most flourishing condition. The officer in charge is
Professor T. A. Farrand, who seems to
understandthe conditions of his territory most fully.

bar. The

The station Is somewhat limitedfor
space and has at present only fifteen acres of land, all of which is in
use. The first plantings were made
14 years ago. The paucity of area has
compelled the crowding of some of the
trees beyond what we believe to be
advisable. Professor Farrand has
been compelled for this reason to set
his plants and trees nearer together
than he would if he had the room he
needs. It was noticeable that all the
soil was in a high state of cultivation,
the marks of the weeder teeth being
everywherevisible between the trees.
All the fruit trees are headed low.
The Professor says this is the only
sensible way of heading trees. The
apple, pear, plum and cherry trees
branched just above the soil and one
would have difficulty In reaching their
trunks, because of the branches. We
did not notice a high-headedtree on

Togetherwith the Boss of the Factory—
Outfit Was Very
places where the generalityof the bar
Complete.
have their offices and places of busiMarquette, Mich., Sept 28.— One of
ness, being upward of half a mile for

A

the place.

r

petition is as follows:

Roqiiefttof the Lawyers.

“The undersigned, the president and
secretary of the Detroit Bar associa-

being duly authorized so to

tion,

do,

heavy with fruit and the size was
Notice is also hereby given, that the very much better than is usual with
Council and Board of Assessors of the this variety. In fact, one seeing them
City of Holland will meet in the Council
rooms on Tuesday, October 5, 1003, at 7:80 on the market would hardly believe
o’clock i). m.,- to review said assessment, them to be Seckels. So much for
at which time and place opportunitywill
be given all persons interestedto be good care and culture. The Bafcletts
heard.
are proving the best on the ground.
^ WM. 0. VAN EYCK.
The Keiffer has come to stay. DuchCity Clerk.
ess is a good late pear. Flemish
Beauty Is regarded of little or no
Notice of Special Assessment.
value for general cultivation,as it
Clerk’sOffice,
scabs badly, and tho ordinary grower
Holland, Mich., Sept IC, 1903.
To James Kole, W. H. Horning, Cor- will not spray it. When thoroughly
nelius Pfanstlchl, Wm. and Nettie Hayes,
Jacob and Ella Keefer. Geesje Van sprayed it is all right, as it is a
Leenen, M. Van Putten, L. C. Bradford. heavy bearer.
James Eccles. Will Ezzoo. Peter Schoon.

3G-38

and Delia Flfeman and all other persons
In-Breeding of Poultry.
interested. Take notice, /that the roll of
the special assessment heretoforemade
In time our experiment stations will*
by the Board of Assessors for the purpose of defraying that part of the cost doubtless take up the question of inwhich the Common Council decided breeding and conduct series of expert
should be paid and borne by special as- ments to determinejust what it* et
sessment for the constructionof a sewer
on Sixth street from Central avenue to feels are on birds. It is not necemr.
River street, is now on file in the ofllct ily a
tl at what is true
of the City Clerk for public inspection.
of
ifp Is •••!.•»«f r-,
Notice Is also' hereby given, that the
'
Co.'. M e*d Board of Assessors o' Pv1
cite of iinit-iH will meet In the CV*or piohi.
i-,,..
| ,-itv on Tuesday, Oco'-o
breed
•! 7.30 o'clock p. m.. to review said
assessm-nt. at which time and piace ar«
opportun'tywill be given all persons In- breed!.
terested to be heard.
teriora.. > i
a:- ,h m
WM. O. VAN EYCK.
.City Clerk.
in selecting the .. >t vigorous bre •!
ers. One mar. claims that he aetuallj
A fine parlor organ, good as new, for in-bred for vigor and increasedtin
sale at half price. C, A. Stevenson,
vigor of his flock in that way. In
Eighth street, Holland, Mich.
breeding is generally reputed *to affec
the vigor of a frock first of all. If anj
of our readers have tried experiment}
Or. Porter’s Cougli Syrup along this line we would like to heai
BRST for Croup and Wnooping Koff from them.

h
It
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of

kind
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t

;
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;
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and selling at reduced prices.

GOLD SPECTACLES,
EYE GLASSES,
HOT WATER BAGS,
CIGARS IN BOX
12,

A

25 and 50 each.

line of nice

packages of perfumery made by

America.
Tooth, Nail, Cloth and Hair Brushes, Elegant
Combs and Rubber Sponges.
Solon Palmer,

leading perfumer of

the-

Call and see us; we’ll be pleased to
the

I'LANT CAPTURED

show you

'goods, and our prices are right.

Yours respectfully.

Wayne circourts are now held from the

cuit

A. DE KRIIIF, Druggist,

the round trip, and would respectful- the largest and most complete counterWatch our window.
ly ask your honors to so arrange mat- feit money making outfits ever taken
ters between yourselves that there may in the country has been captured near
be at least one judge during court Koss, Mich., on the Wisconsin and
hours upon every working day of the Michigan railway. The officers also
year, either in open court or at cham- captured the leader and brought him
OOOOOOOOOOPOOPOOOOOOOOUOOOOOOOOOO OPOOOOOOPOOOOUOPPOOOPOOPOOOOOUOOOOOOOOPO
bers within the court house building, here for trial In the United States
to whom the bar may have access to court The den was a small shanty
obtain ex-parte orders, injunctionsand on an Isolated road two miles from
writs of habeas corpus, and other writs Koss.
necessary to be granted speedily and
The outfit consisted of dies for siloften upon great exigency, so that the ver coins from 10 cents up to a dolbar may not bo compelledto trouble lar and gold from $5 to $20. The memyour honors at your private resiliences bers of tho gang, posing as trappers,
DO
A
LAID ?
or other places to obtain that which have for several years been shipping
is necessary to the speedy award of the counetrfeltmoney to all parts of If so, we can do the work and do it right. Our walks will not crack all to pieces
justice,your petitioners representing the country, marked "iron.” It was and bo spoiled. You will save money by callingon us. We will take contracts
for any amount of walk. Let us figure with you.
that tills request is based upon a reso- sent out from Stephenson, Mich.
lution unanimouslypassed by the exnig Sale iif .Standing Timber.
ALL OUR WALKS ARE GUARANTEED.
ecutive committee of thd Detroit Bar
Houghton,Mich., Sept 28.— -Colonel
Any
reports started by our competitors that our material is not good, is
associationauthorizing the undersigned
William Coach has sold to L. J. Cody, simply done for spite.
so to do.”
of Duluth, and W. T. Addis, of KanJuilgt! Slmnlil Always Bo on Ilmul.
sas City, a tract of standingtimber
This is signed by James H. round on Coquina* river, Ore., estimatedto
and George B. Yerkes. "We believe contain 350,000,000 feet The deal Is
a Judge should always be on band in one of the largest ever made
192 West Twelfth Street, Holland
usual hours for the purposes indi- in Oregon pine lands, the purchaso
Call up either No. 384 or No. 454, Citizens phone.
cated,” said Pound. “A great trouble considerationbeing $550,000.Colonel
is thaj if all four law judges are pres- Coach, who Is a pioneer Michigan lument. but neither of the chancery Judges, ber man, -has extensive pine holdings
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooonooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
none of the law’ judges will issue chan- scattered through the Pacific northcery orders. There should be some west bought at low prices during tho
arrangementby which they would act, last fifteen years.
even if the order was made returnaDid Not Occur In “DarkestAfrica.”
ble before one of the chancery judges.”
Kalamazoo. Mich., Sept. 28.— Ill of
One Jo (I ko Not Kicking:.
Y.
diphtheria,Emma Buck was driven In
"The bar cannot put the matter too
a carlragefrom Buchanan to Gallen, a
strong to suit me,”* said Presiding
distance of eight miles. Tho authoriJudge Donovan. ”1 was not aware
ties at the latter place compelledHie
there had been any difficultyabout
Flour, by the sack or in exparty to return to Buchanan, where
getting a Judge when wanted. Them
change for your wheat will make
the young woman was kept half a day
should certainly he one judge accessiin tho closed carriage before Superbread that tastes good, looks
ble at most any time, and 1 am willvisor Richards found a place, about a
good and is good. Bring in your
ing to do all I can to accommodate the
mile out of the village, to harbor lier.
wheat for winter supply of Hour
bar and litigants.”
As a result of the exposure her condiand take the Hour out as you
tion is reported serious.
LAVISH FUNERAL WAS BARRED

Zeeland, Mich.

CEMENT WALKS.
YOU WANT

i

tion.

A Large Line

tion to the distance the

—

office of the City Clerk for public inspec-

MONEY

BOGUS

respectfully call your honors’ atten-

Professor Farrand says that peach
and pear trees should be set at least
20 feet apart, though on their ground
they are but 16 feet apart As most
of these trees are twelve years old
their branches are already too close
in many Instances.The apple and
pear trees are sprayed with Bordeaux
mixture on the formula 5-5-50. with
four ounces of Paris green added.
This is Jive pounds of lime, five
pounds oreopper sulphate and 50 gallons of water, besides the Paris green
mentioned. For peaches they spray
before the leaves are open for the
curl leaf, using two pounds of sulphate
and 50 gallons of water. *After the
fruit is set they spray with halfstrength Bordeaux mixture, or on the
formula 5-5-100, using no Paris green.
However, Paris green could bo used,
if desired. Peaches are thinned to
G and 8* inches apart. This is a more
severe thinningthan is followed in
many of our orchards,where the
breadth of the hand Is used as the
rule for space between peaches.
The Professor recommends the By the Imtrnctioimof the Man Who Was
Longhurst peach as a very good one.
Buried— No Religions ServThe tree Is hardy and very productive,
‘ lee, Either.
but Is not as handsome as the AlGrand
Rapids,
Mich., Sept. 25.
berta. It Is most excellent for canning. However the growers of Incased in a plain, unpainted pine box
peaches near South Haven are going box that did not cost more than $2.50,
largelyinto Albertas. Kalamazoos and the body of Professor Max Wright, inEngle Mammoths are most excellent structor in modern languages in Le*
varieties and are doing well on the land Stanford university,and the son
station grounds. It is noted that the of wealthy parents, was buried. The
Notice of Special Assessment.
simple burial was ordered by Profesearly peaches are inferior in quality.
Clerk's Office.
It Is the belief of the director that sor Wright He believed that the
Holland,Mich., Sept. 10.
To L. Chase. Wm. J. Smith, 11. Pel- apple trees should be set not less than present custom of lavish burials Is
grim, C. M. McLean, H. W. Hinze. A. 35 feet apart. As to the varietiesdo- barbarous and economically wrong and
& K. Leenhouts, Willemina Vershure, C.
directed liefore death that the $200
Verschure.A. J. DeVries, C. & N. Smith. ing the best on their grounds he menG. W. Mokma, C. Raffenand,A. Znidema, tions Jonathan, Grimes Golden, Stark of his money that ordinarily would
C. Blom, Jr., John II. Raven, Fred J.
he spent for a funeral he used for a
Metz. Rachel II. Sipp, G. M. Dehn, Gra- and Yellow Transparent. Ben Davis
des Van Ark, Clms/ Eggert, Jacob Knut- does not do well here, as it can not public fountain us a monument to his
zen. 1J. Volmari, L. D. Vissers, Mrs, A. L.
be grown to perfection.Apples of memory.
Vissers. Chas. Bertsch,S. Habing, Chas.
ProfessorWright’s father did the
Morton. Mrs. Jane Wassink, Geo. E. this variety do not color up so well
Kollen, Mary A. Mabbs, LutheranZion In this part of Michigan as they do work of the undertaker. There was
Church. Henry Van Ry, David Blom.
no minister and no religious service
John Oosting,John J. 'Pen Brink, Mrs in southernIllinois and localities on
W. II. Finch. Herman Van Ark. W. H. tho same parallel. Duchess of Olden- and the body was taken to the grave
Sutphen, L. D. Vissers & Son, 3rd Rein a plain wagon. There was no exformed Church. Henry Boers, G. J. Diek- berg is doing well. Wagner is doing pensive clothing on the corpse and
ema, Jacob G. Van Putten, Cs. Verschure, well, and nothing is better than
John M. Stephan. Cs. VenderBIe, John Wealthy. The Greening Is hardy but the mourners rode In open carriages.
Van Tubbergen, P. Knutsen, Jennie LuFire Wipes Up $00,000 In Property.
cas, Wm. Kardux, Est. of I. Cappon. It Is late In coming into bearing. GolCity of Holland, and all other persons den russets bear better than Roxbury
Saginaw, Mich., Sept 28.— Fire deinterested, Take Notice,that the roll of
the specialassessment heretoforemade russets, but the day of both of them stroyed two warehouses, and part of
by the Board of Assessors for the pur- has gone by, says the director. Te- the foundry of A. F. Bartlett & Co.;
pose of defraying that part of the cost
the brick plant of the Christie Buvgy
which the Common Council decided tovka, a Russian, bears heavily, but
company, and the office, two ware•should be paid and borne by special as- is a poor grower.
sessment for the constructionof a sewer
Among the pears Seckel was doing houses and small machine shops of
•on Twelfth street between Pine street and
Van Raalte avenue, is now on file in the remarkably well. The trees were L. Clinkofstine,causing a total loss

-

Mrs.

Items of General Interestto Our
AHeq Lohrstorfer Is- asking for a diOwn People Received
vorce from her husband, Dr. Frederick
by Telegraph.
Lohrstorfer, on tho ground that he

P.

was

$10,000.

OR

DAISY

need

Ton Much Ore

In

Produced.

Marquette, Mich., Sept. 20.— Orders
have been received at Ishpeming,reducing the mine working forces 400
men. Section Id mine will be closed.
Similar instructionshave been sent to
nearly nil the trust mines in the Lake
Superior region. The total reduction
amounts to several thousand imn, it

careful attention given to grind-

ing corn, oats and other grains.

Walsh-Be Roo

Milling

&

Cereal Co.

is said. Over-production of ore is said
to he the cause of curtailment.

Unions Advocate a Boycott,

Escanabn. Mich., Sept. 20. — The
Trades and Labor Council declared a
boycott against the Bell Telephone
company, because three linemen, who
are not members of the Electrical
Workers’union, are employed.Notices
have been posted,asking all union men
all union establishments who are
on the Bell's list of subscribers to order out their 'phones.

and

Four Night Shifts Laid Off.

Marquette.Mich., Sept 2!). — The
Cleveland Cliffs company, the largest
independent producer of iron ore in the
Ishpenjjng field, has instructed tinmanagement to lay off the night shifts
at all four of the company’s mines in
tho Ishpeming region. Some (KX) men
will be affected. Over-production of
ore is assigned ns the reason for tho
curtailment.

Le was one of

Lansing. Midi., Sept. 25. — The was horn at East Tawas and is a
state board of library commissioners grandsonpf Captain Richard C. Brismet in Lansing with Henry Loud, of tol. ‘
Au Sable, who was elecp-u president;
limn:**- He Pleaded Guilty.
James B. Peters, of Saginaw: David
Pontine. Mh-h.. Sept. 25. — Duncan
E. Helnamai..cf Detroit; Henry It. MneDjmtudd.of Petroii. pleaded guilt \
Pnttenglll. of Lanflng. and Mrs. Mary
'o a
!'‘ "f l i’ihe/.zlementboinn
C. Spencer pres, in Tin* hoard finds .!nc:!c.- «’. r -j (| i\,.w f(.|.
the librarysituationin the state most - '*•*
. -r
'•!'

V*
,
m

nisi.-eil h

LATEST STYLE VESTINGS
for waists.

TRICOT

FLANNELS
in all colors.

ZIBELINE SUITINGS

BLACK SATEEN PETTICOATS
at all prices.

TABLE LINEN
in

patternsand by the yard.

LUNCH CLOTHS, NAPKINS, DRESSER
SCARFS, PILLOW SHAMS and DOILIES
BED SPREADS, TOWELS and TOWELINGS
FLEECE LINED AND WOOLEN UNDERWEAR
for

men, women and children

HOSIERY AND SOCKS
Complete line

lii cotton,fleece

lined

and wool.

1

,)

*

One Brother'* Body Wimped Ashore.
Alpena, Midi.. Svt. 25.— Two weeks
ago Edward Nelson, of Rogers City,
Mich., and a brother went sailing on
Lake Huron. That was the last heard
of them until yesterday, when the body
of Edward was washed ashore near
here. The body of the brother has not
been found.

it.

A good supply of Bran and
Middlidgs now on hand. Also

"*

the most active politicians in this part of the country, and,
Bunk CashierDrowned.
Grand Haven, Mich., Sept 28.— D. like his father,never lost sight of anything he went out to capture. lie
C. Oakes, cashier of the National Bank
of Grand Haven, was drowned in was horn in St. Albans, Vt., but came
Grand river, his body being found to Michigan with his parents when
very young.
floatingin the river by fishermen.It
Is believed that Oakes fell into the rivEa*t Tawas Young Man Marries.
er during an attack of heart failure.
East Tawas, Mich., Sept. 29. — Miss
His body was found thirty minutes aft- Irene MargueriteHenry, daughter of
er leaving the hunk. Oakes was 50 Mrs. P. E. Henry, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
years of age. He had followed bank- and Howard Clark Bristol, of East
ing twenty .years.
Tawas, were married at the residence
of Mrs. Hoary in Buffalo. Bristol
LibrarySltuntlon It. All Bight.

encouraging.

Oosting & Sons,

SUNLIGHT

of $1X1,000.Bartlett & Co.’s loss was
Always Got What He Went For.
$00,000, fully insured; the Christie
Owosso. Mich., Sept. 20. — Jerome
Buggy company’s loss was $20,000.in- W. Turner, oldest son of Judge Josiuh
sured for $12,000, and Cliukofstine’s Turner, died here tit the age of 07.
loss

CEMENT WALK

flown

-;

•MneDoirgi.' sold
with the money.

Ri.

for n tiirnnal.and

them and

skipped

Munimient Coutrart Awarded.
Lansing. Mich., Sept. 25. — Lloyd
Bros., of Toledo, have been awarded1

monument to b®
erected at Andersomllleprison in
memory of the Michigansoldiers who
the contract for the

were imprisoned

there.

G.

VAN PUTTEN

j

I

«

V

Ottawa County T mes
M. 0.

M

ANTING, PnlilUhcr.

The cornerstone for. the new Catholic
church qn Twentieth street will ba
laid Oct. 11. The work on the structure will be pushed as rapidly as pos-

.

Women

FAITHFUL DAD.
r?T

\^ho have themselves suffered

from the evil effectsof constipation

Y"'Z£Lr”r

alfather^ whose
daughter, was given up to die by two
happened In a homo the othc* physlHane:
PiklU&ed Every Ftlday, at HolUnd,MlottU^Q- sible by Contractors Bos & Bolhnl?,
but. It will be spring before the build- night and over the parlor door saw th6 j "My daughter has suffered from InOrriCE, ITAVERLY BLOCK, HJGHTH ST.
lugond worked In letters of red, “What! digestion for the past five years and
ing can be used. Father Ktekelman of
Is Homo Without n Mother?* Across has tried nearly everythingthat she
TtmaofSabaoriptlou,
II Mner year, or II per Byron Center will conduct the setvlces. the room was another brief, "God Bless could hear of for such trouble. She was
year if paid iu a<h anec.
confined to her bed when she began
James Snyder, some lime ago em- Our Homer
dvertiiiDK Rates made known ou. 'Application
taking Dr. Caldwell'sSyrup Pepsin
Now,
whatls
thei
matter
wtth
“God
ployed by the street railway company,
and after taking one fifty-centbottle
ttT Entered at the post office at Holland, was taken into custody Saturday morn- Bless Our Dud?" Ho gets up early, she is able to walk a mile at a time
Mloh., for tranKiuistdonthrouKhthe mailt, as
ing while rumaging over some sewer lights the Oro, bolls an egg, grabs hi a and during the day yesterday walked
eMond-class matter.
d tuner pall and wipes off the dew of
3 1-2 tidies. I feel like praising Dr.
pipe near Van Landegen'd’sshop. City
the dawn with his boots while many a Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin liecause two
Physician J. J. Mersen, when called,
OCTOBER 2, 1903.
mother Is sleeping. Ho makes the doctors told me my daughter could not
found the man sufferingwith delirium weekly handout for the butcher, the get well, and I feel that she Is on a
tremens.
grocer, the milkman and baker, and fair road to permanent relief.Respect(Ofllclnl.)
.1. H. M. CRACKER.
his
littlepile Is badly worn before he
The funeral of .Mrs. Floyd Webb,
COMMON COUNCIL.
Nixon, Tenn., Aug. 6, 1900.
has boon home an hour. Ho stands off
who died at Kenosha, Wls., on TuesD. Cadwell’s Syrup Pepsin Is sold In
Holland, Mich.. Sept. 29, 1903.
the bailiffand keeiw the rent paid up.
day, was held here yesterday from the
fifty-centand $1.00 bottles, under a
If there Is a noise during the night,
The Council met pursuant to adjournpositive guarantee, by \V. C. Walsh.
Wesleyan Methodist church. She was
ment, and was called to order by the 20 years old and was a daughter of dad Is kicked In the back and made to
go downstairs to find the biu^hir and
Mayor.
A| arge stock of winter jackets at
Mr. and Mrs. Brad Tappin.
kill him. Mother dams the socks, bat

_
We

THE

Scott-Lugers
Lumber Company

fully.

Headquarters

Present: Mayor DeRoo, Aldermen
nil the latest styles
A. young daughterof Mr. and. Mrs. dad bought tlie socks in the fli»t place John Vandersiuifj’—
Klels, DeVries, Kole, Van Zanten. L. Vandcn Berg. West Sixteenth street, and the needles and the yarn after- at right prices.
Geerllngs,Van Putten and Postma and
ward. Mother does tip the fruit; well,
died Tuesday night.
WANTED— To buy a good farm, call
dad bought It all, and jars and sugar
the Clerk.
The Rev. Arthur Trott will not re- cost like the mischief.
on or address, A. W. Nysson, R. F. D.
Reading of minutes, and regular orturn to Holland as pastor of the M.
Dad buys chickens for the Sunday No. 3. Holland,
38-2w.
der were suspended.
E. church, but will go to Hustings. The dinner,carves them himself and draws
J. C. Post and others petitionedfor
Rev. A. T. Luther will come here. The the nock from the min* after every
Builds up muscular flesh, healthy
the opening up of Harrison evenue
Rev. J. C. Kruse goes to Grand Haven, one else Is served. MWhat Is home tissue, rich, red blood: clears the stomsouth of 16th street.
the Rev. S. B. Ford to Coopersvllleand without a mother?" Yes, that Is all ach. kidneys and liver. That's what
pkeferred to Committeeon Streets and
right, hut what Is home without a fa- Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 35 cents.
the Rev. H. C. Chamberlainto Lamont
Cross-walks.
ther? Ten chances*!© ono It Is a board- Haan Bros.
and Berlin.
ing house, father Is under n slab ami
Hascoin Parker petitionedfor the reA musical recital will be given this the landlady Is a widow. Dad, how's
turn of the $2,00Ql00deposited with the
(Friday) evening at Winant's chapel to you! You’ve got your faults- you
treasureras security.
VIA TUB
by Miss Jean .Steffens, a graduate of may have hits 6f them— but you’re nil
Granted.
the Dubuque, Iowa, Conservatoryof right, and we will miss you when
Aldermen NibbeUnk and Kramer here
Music. She will be assistedby Mrs. (5. you’re gone. Stevens County Bevelllo.
appeared and took their seats.
GRAND LODGE I. O. O. F.. SAGThe Clerk reported that no objections J. Diekema and Prof. J. B. Nykerk,
The Reave?.
INAW.
soloists, and Herman Van Hassell,viohad been Hied against special assessThe beaver is really a sort of portaOct. 20 to 23.
linist. The recital Is 'free to the public.
Die pulp mill, grinding up almoet any
One fare for the round trip. Tickets
ment rolls for the collection of the deThe park board is considering the kind of wood that comes his way, says on sale Oet. 19 and 20; good to return
linquent water and light blits, and for
to Oct. 24th.
the constructionand repairing of side- Improvementof Columbia and Lincoln a writer. I once •measureda white
birch
tree
twenty-two
Inches
through
walks. and that he had given the proper parks in the East end of tike city. SuDENVER AND COLORADO POINTS.
cut down by a beaver. A single beaOct, 3 and 4.
noticr of the tiling of said rolls In his perintendent J. W. Kooyers has comver generally, tf not always, amputates
One fare to Chicago, added to $30.00
pleted a greenhouse 20x60 feet. In which
offlpe.
the tree, arid wben It comes down the to destination. Tickets on sale October
plants and bulbs will be started In orRolls confirmed,all vpting aye.
whole family fall to and have a regu- 3 and 4, good to return to and IncludThe Board of Assessor reported der to transplantthem as early as pos- lar frolic with the hark apd branches. ing October 30.
sible. Centennial paiyk will la? finer A big beaver will bring down a fair
Eighth street paving roll No. 2.
than ever next summer. Gold fish a*ul tfzed sapling— cay three incbgs through
FARM FOR SALJJ— Farm of 60 acres
Confirmed; all voting aye.
The Clerk reported that at a meeting our native fish will stock the basin and —in abotat two minutes jind a large 2 miles west of Coopersvllle;3* acres
Improved;small peach orchard; part
of the Board of Public Works held pond, and cement walks will be built. tree in about an hour. The ability of
S beovci* to remain under water for a suitable for growing celery. Inquire of
The three store buildingsowned by
Sept. 29, 1903, the plans, specifications,
long time Is not really so tolfgh a prob- BenJ. Boalnk, R. F. D. No. 1., Hudaonvllle.
etc., of the lateral sewer on Sixteenth the late Isaac Fairbanks on River
lem as It looks. Wben the lake or
street between Central and Harrison street have been bought by I. H. Fair- pond Is frozen over, a beaver will com*
avenues had been presented, and that banks. The former offlte has been to the under surface of the ke and exin view of the lateness of the season rented by Mr. Pieper, the jeweler from pel his breath so that It will form a
in which the matter was referredto the I Zeeland, who will soon occupy it. The Wide, flat bubble. The air, coming in
Board, said Board recommended the Scott-Lugers Lumber company will use *ontact with the ice and water, 1* puri-HYmatter of constructing said sewer be the place formerly occupiedby Will fied, and tlw heaver breathes It again.
This operation lie can repeat several
Breyman, using it for wareroom purpostponed till the ensuing Spring.
times. The otter and muskrat do the
poses. The third store Is occupied by
Adopted.
same thing.
Superintendentof Paving reported Peter Boven, the cigar dealer.
estimate of amount due Contractor The Hamilton and Overlsel Crescent
Improvement In New York.

for

Building Materials.

Good Grades, Low Prices and
>

Prompt Delivery.

Mich.

We

are receiving one million of fine

Hemlock; four million

Shingles, all

grades; one million Lath, and a com-

EXCURSIONS

plete stock of Yellow Pine Flooring,

Pere Marquette

Ceiling. German Siding

poplar Siding, Moulding, etc.

A complete

band furnished music for the fair on
Wednesday.The boys a; peared to
Bill of Superintendent Hayslett for good advantagein their neat uniforms
services was presented.
and for the short time that they have
Allowed. .
been organized they are doing remarkThe Clerk reported that he had given ably well. M. E. Campany of Hamilnotice of the proposed grading and ton is leader. The other members are:
graveling of West Thirteenth street, Harry Lam pen, Henry Dangsemond,
and that no objections had been filed Ed Dangsemond, Will Slotman, Jake
In his office against the same.
Wiggers, Henry Hoffman, John ScblpImprovement ordered as advertised, per, John and Will Brink, Gerrit
and the Clerk Instructed to advertise Harmsen, George Taylor, Simon
for bids for the work, the bids to be Brower, George Peters, Marine Mulder,
In Tuesday, Oct. 6, 1903; the bidder Will Borgman and John Deters.
also to state price for gravel from the
Those having In charge the securing
Allowed; less freight paid by City.

Brick, Lime and

SCOTT

old city pit; all voting aye.

Win. O. Van Eyck, City Clerk.

Rev. G. H. Dubblnk, pastor of the
Third Reformed church, was ill Sunday
and his place was filled by Rev. James
Cantine, missionary to Arabia.
’

club has been organized at Grand
for Its purpose the build-

ing of houses to accommodate the in-

cal programs. Lorado S. Taft, the
creasing population.
great American sculptor,will be here
List pf advertised letters at the Hol- Dec. 1L Other numbers will be a lecland postoUlcefor the week ending Oct. ture by David Starr Jordan, president
fl: S. S. Andereou,W. Bolton, Mrs. of Lelond Saofqrd, Jr., university,ami
Sophia Neff, WllUiun A. Sweeberger.

readings iiy Miss Katherine Eggleston.

The schooner Forester of South Ha* Aaothpr musical number wtfl also be
ven and the stenioors Saufcatuek mid given. The contmUtefl will ga to groat
MpVteA vrt?re In hare fay shelhw the expense aptl ft Is hoped that the sup-

Ok* reI

early part of

The H.

port gJVSn, the course will ha

For

f. Seftm oouipanyhas

ceircd sevonil hundred bu^Lels of

to-

catsun

matoes dully frofn Chlqhjjofor
uo Info

A.

tffiulL

Dwelling on 17th

When an

St.

FRIDAY, DOT.

W.

Sth St.

Lots near shoe factory.

DONALD

Me

.

ini

t

your propertywith us.

MAflSILJE

& KOOYERS.
Pirn StatrlHank block

!

Doc* your Stomach trouble you? Are your
Bowels regular? Are you Billions?

2, SY-RE-CO
1 i-.m. Bllllousness,Headache.
85c per bottle t*

Bargains are very ex-

nober Walsh’s Drug Store.

ONE DAY ONLY EACH MONTH.
The mack Cap.
The black cap has

no specific relation

criminal Its sinister reputation.Its color and the fact
that a Jtidgo when zufmounclnga capitol- sentence always
wears it have topi
lj*s wears
blued to attach 'to It
It a nAanilng and
symbolism which It does not posse*.
It 1& really nothing ('moire than a .p.

tFFICE HOURS.

-

9 A.

M. To

8 P.

pensive at times.
M

to thu hanging of a

'Mfijogfeyg

Lc£l

farm of SO aorefc with house and

°,D

Consultation,and ExaminationFscc.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Cheap clothing is

Ybo annual meeting of the Fanners
Mutuat Insurance company of Ottawa
tuid Allegan countieswill bt/ held fn the
villageof Zeeland on the 14th day of
October, 1503, at 10 oVlork a. m. at

I

^,a,rn

biguous.”

al-

ways cheap, it’s never
satisfactory.

Dn. McDonald hi* for years made a study ana
specialty of chronic an lingeringdUcases that Oasewaarfle'a lull for the purpos*.1 of
requireskillful medical Lreatraon) for their cure. receiving ami approving reports, for
Sncb canfe as family physiciansrail to help and the election nt officers, and for the
pronounce Uie urn hie are particularlysolicited
especially those overdosed with stsoug mineral transaction ot such other business jwt
drugs ami poisons. I>r. McDonald uses only the ehalT lawfully dome before the meeting.
purest medicines from the vegetal,le kingdom
Kaspqr Lithuls, Pros.
He pays utteatldn to the cause of the disease
Henry Bosch, S«c.
and instructs his patients the wuy to health and
happiness. Dr. McDonald can abow hundreds
of testimonials
In tne handwriting of grateful
PROPOSALS.
patients
have been cured by him when oth
ere failed. He Is so familiar with the human
Sealed pronpsals.willbe received fey
system that he isable toroad all diseasesof the
Council of the city of
mind or body correctly at a glance without ask- the
ing any questions. Thousandsof invalidsare Holland, Mich., at the office of the clerk
being treated dally for diseasesthey do not have aritil 7:30 o’clock p. m. of Tuesday, Oct.
while a few drops of medicinedirected to the
seat of the diseasewould giro speedy relief, aud 6, 1903, for the grading and graveling of
permanentcure in a very short time. Good West Thirteenth street from the west
health is the most preciousJewel In our crown
line of Hope College addition to the
of happiness. With it the world is bright; without It misery claims us for her own. If you are centre of Harrison avenue. The bidder
a sullororyeushould weigh well these words
must also state price if gravel is tiLken
A person who neglectshis health is guilty of a from city pit.
great wrong to blmsolf and a grave injury tu huPlans and specificationsare on file
manity. The name of Dr. McDonald, the wellknown specialist In Hie cure of chronic and lin- In the office of the city clerk.
geringdiseases, has become a household word In
The Council reserves the right to rethousands of homes which his skill and wonderful remedies have made happy by restoring dear ject any or ail bids.
ones to health after all hoj>c*s were lost The
By order of the Common Council.
doctor Is a graduate of the highestand best medWM. O. VAN EYCK, City Clerk.
ical colleges, and his advances theoriesin the
Dated Holland, Mich., Sept. 30, 1903.
treatment of chronic diseases surprisethe most
skeptical. All chronic diseases of tba

Sixteenth stroet, just outT!i« ‘Sill Volcfe.
8 de clty N10119', WU1 sel1 or trade for
“WIjojjo volet* did ho like besj, your*
city property.Fina for truck fawning.
SEALED
or mine?’’ hsked^Mlkd itecech.
Peter J. Van den Bosch (tf Nqorde- 1 For particulars call on G. erburg.
“frn
not
quite
surq,H
' repilqd Miss
2ft*41
loos lost his house by fire Sunday afCommon
Bird. '-‘EUb remarks iwero a flit amternoon. Ross about 8L000, Insured. A fine parlor organ, good as new, 'for
„
sale «t half price, t*. A. Stevtmson,
The origin of the fire is n mystery.
“Why, what did bo say?* /
Eighth street, Holland, Mich.
“Hu said lie liked my Volcd%Hit that
Work at the plant of the Holland
youfcs was better 6tUL"-PhlIgdelpL
Brick company is pushed as rapidly as
Do Your E>fB3 Trouble You?
Pros*.
possiblyand the company expects to be
J. F. Sumerjin, the lending optician
In readiness for work in about 30 days.
and opthalmologist of Grand Rapids,
The Bank of England
Cornelius Tubergen while at work at main office 103 Monroe street, will be scales so accurate that an Ink spot on u
the West Michigan furniture factory at Haan Bros, drug store, Holland, Oct. ploco of paper visiblyaffectsthe balSth, 9th and 10th, three days only. ReTuesday received a bad cut on his right member I straighteneyes without ance.
arm.
operation,stop those nervous headachs
TVngner'a Nerve.
Grand Haven citizenswill be given and give you good vision. If your eyes
are sore, tired nr blurred, come and see
Wagner,
the eminent composer, Lad
a day electric light current. It will me. Consultationand examination free.
the nerves of an nerobat. Once be was
require an outlay of several thousand Here are a few of the many citizens)climbing a
ear,
precipitous mountain in
LUNGS,
dollars.
in and near Holland that I have fitted:
LIVER.
A Chicago man has observed that,
company with a young friend. When
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Harrington, Mrs. H.
KIDNEYS,
"Good deeds are better than real estate
The foreign missionary society of the DeVries, Mr. and Mrs. Garvellnk, airs. some distance up and walking along a
and ROWELS.
deeds— some of the latter are worth*
M. E. church will meet at the home of J. W. Borman, Mrs, Albert Eusb !• narrow led;??,rite companion, who was scientifically and successfullytreated.
Dr McDonald bus made a specialstudy of all less. Act kindly and g-ntly, show symMiss
G
.rtn.de
Oi.lholl,
rfl.V,
iVonn
,
Mtowtog.
cr.lM
„„£
ttat
to
WMKrow.
i
Mr*3. Ponhody.239 West Ninth street.
pathy and lend o helping hand. You
(J. Blom, Dr. Kremera, Bertha Koo.i, Ihg
i delicate and ubM:uredu*.:a8es
peculiar to women
Tuesday afternoon.Oct. G.
cannot possibly lose by it." Most m a
MltH
toruri uoud on the
appreciate a kmd word and encourageThe Adventists of Grand Haven and J oTtoller, MiB3 Etta E?ke3, Miss L./ :e of foci:, cauglit iris ft lcnd and Dasst^ : C2U.al <,*w,i’-'v aDd oarty decay. Rbeutnaticand
ment more than substarCal he!;-. Th'V
; P*Mlv*.iccripplQ9 made to walk; catarrhaldeaf
Olive townships are busy. A class of Doctor, Miss Jennie Douor, Mr. V...:.' fctm betweon the roc'are persons in this community who
Duren, Mrs Mary Lockhart Mix Tr.,. 1. *.
r0‘
to.j
posliwuly cured wid mauy mad# to hear a
’
ai,u> lj0CKruiri' “l,Mj whlapci In avery (aw mlDutas. All aches ami
twelve was baptized in Stearns' Baymight truthfullysay; "My good friend,
C. Taylor,Bertha Huizinga, Mm. Jeuni
! pains fade away uudnr bis magical remedle*.
cheer up. A few doses of Chamber-!
ou last Sunday.
~
#
Epllepay or falling aietuew poalllvelycurea
Brown, Mrs. H. Tuurling and Mrn. .i.
of Rxperlenee. j through bis new method of treatment.Special Iain's Cough Remedy will rid you of-'
The heavy seas on Sunday did co.n- Geerllngs.
rion’l giro to many— at least not 'wooc f0D fflTfn 10 ottarrtl antJ diseasesof the your cold, and there is no danger whatAll of the above are pleased, and y«u
alderabledamage to property along the
ever from pneumonia when you use
the
^Tbogeaosbleto call write for quaatlon blank.
will get the same benefitif you come
that medicine. It always cures. I
Hundreds
cured
through
correspondence.
Medibeach. The cottages of Capt. Charles to me.
*mty not?’’ a.tfjedthe matron.
cines sent everywhere. Consullaiioa free aud know It. for It has helped me out many
Morton of Grand Haven and Miss Van
P*Viurao ns matters are now I have strictly confidential. Address
Yours for health and vision,
a time." Sold by W. &. Walsh. HolJ. F. SUMERLIN.
attentions of half a dozen men.
Regenmorter of Macatawa park were
land, and Van Bree & Son Zeeland.
saved by the heroic work of the life
if I nrin ied I would have the |
D.
of. only
•
saving crew and others, who packed A fine parlor orgqn, good as new, for
A fine p*rl*r organ, good as new. for
sale at half price. C. A. Stevenson,
k” exclaimed the matron. ''You
Th© SpedtHst.
brush about the foundations.
Eighth street, Holland, Mich.
sale at half -price. C. A. Stevenson
lOtt’t have even > that” - Chicago [ WalUagtoa
firm* Bwpldi, Mi«h.
Eighth street, Holland, Mich.
voile foe

Sixth Streets.

American

bf the full (h:dss of a Jiulge.’-Gcue'd'

<yf Tmito.

Lumber Company.

Dwelling on

* /

LUGERS

For Sale

Agriculturist

•Okiad Triangle,

-

msumae

DR.

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.

Cement.

Yard and Dock, North River and

Tko Moek And Lowly Editor.
editor makes a mistake la
Holland citizens will be enabled this hia paper, all the world sees it and
season to hear some of the best enter- oolla him a liar. When a private citimake* a mistake, nobody knows It
tainers of the country. The course will
The Specialist.
except a few friomla,md they cbzne
open Oct. 21 with a lecture by Dr.
around and iwk the editor to keep it
Newell Dwight Hillls,' the well known out of tbo paper. When the private
OFFICE PARLOUS AT HOTIL HOLLAND
author and divine of Brooklyn. On citizen (Bo*, ttio editor 1* askrid to write
Nov. 4, Montavllle Flowers, the great up ail hi* good qualltlo* and leave out
impersonator, will be here u»d Doc. 2, cth* bad. Whoa the editor dies,, the
the Slayton Woman’s Symphony or- prtrytu c^Uzotf will say, “Haw tba t -old
chestra will give one of their fine nfusl- finr will get hta <te6ort^H—Clevelaifd
course, have met with fine results and

Haven having

helpful.—

Milli-

Office and Mill, South River and Tenth Streets.

of talent for the Hope college lecture

Adjourned.

A

,

Now York dairy and creamerybutter
market as soon as the work of the four
new state dairy instructorsbegins to
show effect They will visit the sections whore room and desire for improvement are seen and do what they
can to point out the trouble. Tbaj&lary
of J 1,200 a year will probably attract
many candidates,but the civil service
examination should weed them out
satisfactorily.The state chees'e instructorsare already doing gcod work,
and competent butter teachers might

&

THE

fchould hold a still better position In the

prove even more

stock of Heath

gan’s Paints.

Free Consultation

Prang.

and Finish; also

eye.
THROAT,

HEART.
STOMACH

Guaranteed clothe*

MUST U

satisfactory,

and that means much to
you.

£Kuppenheimer’s
clothing

is

guaranteed.

C-\our money back

if

anything goes wrong.

Notier,

Van Ark

&
Winter.
27

W.

Sth St., Holland.
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COVERED DISHES.

CORRESPONDENCE.
•

prices;

they arc sure to please.

'RATIOS ...............
Fillings, up from. . ......

G-tlil

White nd silver Fillings .....
ii

T

o h E<trm!ted wlthmii

imln-

.

They Wcro Introduced
Dnrlug the Middle Akch.
From the days when our ancestors’
Our school report Is good. The per
took their fowl In their hands and ate
cent, of attendance In September^wns
It with as little ^cromony as a dog
iri.fion enrollment of 59 pupils. Those
gnaws a bone to the present time of
who were neither absent or tardy are elaborate dinners Is a long step, but a
Mary Baker. Garret Baker, Clare gradual one. It was a number of cendlelnen, Jennie Hunderman, Grade and turies lieforo dishes of any kind were
Henry Bozeman, Harry and Johnny used, and knives and forks as adjuncts
flir Itewon

Inspect
our work, motliods and

•

DRENTHE.

Brower, Hattie Hoove, Nellie Gort, Clar- to eating

Devries,

jnee, Bennie, Arle

and Fauna TerUnn;;,

Allda Sophia

and Fauna

THE DENTIST

Van

Vossem. Albert and Henry Rldderlng,
Jennie and Johnny Nyenhuls.Johnny
Ter Hulst, Harm Van Spyker, Margaret
De Vries, Tenie, Nelly, Helen, Jacob
and Corneal Kamps, George and Susie

36 East 8th St.

Visser.

Miss Maggie Kaslander, a student of

Hope college. Theo.
Tony Ver Hulst, Eddie Hun-

[1903. is attending

De Vries,
|

herman have

left for Hope.

We
will

I

hope some of our 1903 graduates
come hack so as to form a Ninth

grade.
Miss Jennie

I

Van Dam who

Home

has been

warrants ns in pattingit strong. That experience proves that
nothing satisfiesso well as Studebakers. we don t need to tell
you that they are honest goods. When you have made j-our parchase you go home satisfied and stay satisfied. That s the kind ot
customers we need in the buildingof our business. That s why we
the Stndebakerline.
Poy— -diowethlag?Utesfliareoa It wfthyeo.

I

Van Omrocn, Henry Meyer and Miss
Alice Nykamp, Albert Smoes and Miss
Jennie Hazekamp, Miss Lena Smoes,
Ed Hulst, George Youker, Frank Loedeman and Henry Boerman.

•m

|

>-

J. VAN

visitorsat tho Holland

fair yesterdaywo noticed Miss Gertie

and Harness

of

FOR THE NEXT THIRTY DAYS we

John Boerman has bought 30 acre) of
land from Mr. Boorman.
I

M. M. Austin

and vicinity the biggest bargains in wall paper they ever heard of.

We

excepted). The coupons are redeemable in trade for any article in our store.
(paper below 10c

Wall Paper, Paints, Oils,
Brushes, Kalsomine,
Books and Stationery,
Window Shades,
New and Second-Hand School Books,
School Supplies,
Pictures, Etc.,

Dnrry the Pcnmimlvo.
was said of Barry, tho player,that
........

—

72
Citizen’s

N.

Phone
B.

will later

store for thfcir

HOLLAND, MICH.

and save money.
farmers we have sheds back of our

of the

horses. Drive

in from College Avenue.

»

are you sore?

_

,

use

-g

aracampn
Relieves Instantly or

,

Money Refunded.

Bleeding Piles,

Itching,

M\zys

Stops the Itehing. Stops the Bleeding.

!

Inflammation. It Cook.

It

eii

Soothes. It Cures.

j

Sold only in 25c.,50c. & *1.00 Bottles.

highly that the poos bereaved husband,
Last Monday the members of the sitting there listening, couldn’t recog| Ebenezer congregation composed a
nize her. by the description.Finally,in
trio, consisting of Rev.
----A. --------Strabbing
-- u glowing peroration,he pictured God

WINDMILLS

New Holland, Rev. J. P. DeJong ot and the archangels mid the angels and
Zeeland and Rev. Henry Hospera nf| all the hosts of the redeemed joyously
forming a parade to welcome to heaven
of

AND GASOLINE ENGINES.

Cleveland, Oi

!

BATH ROOMS,
HOJ1

—

ST.

--

|

PUMPS. TANKS,

EAST EIGHTH

on. Buy now

fore l leave you."

|

OF

254.

For the benefit

|

DRIVE WELLS.

THE STORE

_ You may not need Wall paper just now but you

Beldt a son. and to Mr. and Mrs. H. J.

Elian

aT

SLAGH & BRINK

Born— To Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van den

Too Anffollo.
There was a certain young minister
Arens a daughter.
In Maine who on his first charge was
K. Dykhuls has filled the silos tor
called upon to preach a funeral sermon
our farmers this fall very successfully. over a woman. It was ids first funeral
Our storekeeper has a very sick cow, sermon, and ho laid himself out to
make an impressionand succeeded.
caused by eating dry corn.
J. Kuisenga of the Western Theo- The woman had had her faults, hut
logical seminary will conduct the ser- the minister forgot them. This was to
be expected, hut lie extolled her so
| vices at Ebenezer Sunday, Oct. 4.

25c Coupon

with every dollar’s worth of wall paper the\ buy

ho bud a voice which fright lure a bird
from a tree and at the. wamo time an
address and manner tho most pxvpossesoing and conciliating.Tho Dublin
theater of which he was proprietor
failed, and bo was considerably Indnbtcd'to bta actors, musicians,etc. Among
others, the master carpenter called at
Barry's iwuso awl wtis chunorousIn
demanding his money. Barry, who v»aa
U1 at the time, came to tlm head of the
stairs nivl asked what was tho matter.
“Matter enough!" replied tho carpenter. **l want my money awl can’t got

MAY,

will

give a

of Winchester,Tnd.,
, knew
what to do in the hour of need.
| His wife had such an unusual case of
stomach and liver trouble, physicians nr
•Don’t t* In a passion,*' sakl Barry.
| could not help her. He
thought of and *Do me tho favor to walk upstairs, If
[tried Dr. King’s New Life Pills and
you plenseraud we will speak upon tlie
she got relief at once and was Anally
I cured. Only 25c, at
W. C. ’Walsh’s Cosiness."
"Not'- 1. Mr. Barry!’' said the carpenDrug Store.
ter. "You owe mo £100 already, and
If I come up you will owe mo £200 be-

GELDEREN, ZEELAND, MICH.

will

give the people of Holland

sons* of the servants to llrst partake
of them, but this custom was afterward in part replaced by the servants
touching the food with one of several
objectswhich wore regarded as Infallible preservativesagainst poison.

It

[

Studebaker Vehicles

fear of

The covers were not removed til! the
master of tho house had taken his
place. All dishes afterward served
were brought on the table in the same
manner. It was the custom originally
wbon the dishes were uncovered for

BENTHEIM.
Among tho

The

of inferior rank.

There’s nothing like doing a thing
thoroughly. <>f all the Salves you ever
I heard of. Bucklen’s Arnica Salve Is the
best. It sweeps away and cures Burns,
j Sores. Bruises. Cuts, Bolls, Ulcers,
I Skin Eruptions and Piles. It’s only 25c,
i and guaranteedto give satisfaction
by
' W. C. Walsh, Druggist.

with a wagon that everybody takes off his hat to if you
-J trade with us. We are not given to extravagant statements but the experience we have had selling

Inter still.

every person of quality during the middle ages gave rise to certain curious
customs and even to certain superstitions. When dishes are now’ served
covered, it is understoodthat It is
merely for tho purpose of keeping them
warm. This was not, however, the
principal reason why they were not
served covered during tho dark ages.
It was ttie fear Umt polsou might bo
Introduced into them surreptitiously
between tlm kitchen ami tlui table
where they were to be served to the
kings or the lords or even to persons

|

|

me

poison which haunted the mind

sick has again taken up her work.
Teacher.

|

You May Drive

.

this "one of tho very best of all

|

wom-

en.” The husband could stand It no
G. A. Roberts, of Lintner, 111., suflonger, and. leaping up. Interrupted
fered four years with a. wad in his
stomach and could not eat. He lost him with beckoninghand, gasping out:
55 pounds. Two bottles of Dr. Cald- “No, no, elder. Not quite that! She
well's Syrup Pepsin restored his uppe- was only *bot]t middlin’."
j tite, cured his stomach trouble and toSeaweeds.
day he is well and hearty and says
he owes his health to Dr. Caldwell’s •Tbopa Js much tlmt is wonderful
Syrup Pepsin. For sale by W. C. to he to!& about scawoedaf*said a
Walsh.
naturalist"Some of them aro giants
'in size. Ono species,common in tia*
FOR SALE.
North sea. frequently grows to the
Fences and grand stand of the base- length of thirty or fhrty feet develop-

j

AND COLD WATER

[

FAUCETS.

|

dealers in

j

Kerkliof Water Supplies,

Hard and

ball park tire for sale. Offers for same ing in tho shape of a long cord aboiit
will be received until Monday evening. the stee of a quill, attachofl at one

^

Soft

mi

^

to the bottofrand the ft&t supported by
the water. This is hotidpa however,
to the prodigious mucrocystls, Vphich
HORSE FOR SALE.
attains ‘iLSGO Bet in length. Another
A small work horse for sale at $25. variety found in the tropics reaches a
| Enquire of H. Van
Dyk, 232 West Sixlength erf i weiAy-five or thirty feet
teenth street, Holland.
Witli- u trunk as thick as a man’s

Corner River and Ninth Streets.

»•

A- Knloiuui.en, or l coia-

Get onr prices before buying your

mini.

Citizens

Phono 371.

Residence 351.

MICHIGAN
WHITE CEDAR

SHINGLES
cut from green timber

and AIR DRIED are con-

sidered to be the most durable shingles manufac-

tured. We

sell them

and recommend

them. You

•

will also find our shingles to be of

good thickness.

tblgh^g'

PUBLIC SALE.
On Thureday,Oct. 8, 1903i at 9 a. m.,
there will be a public sale at the farm

_

A Sure

winter supply.

P. F.
Phone ^4,

Citizens

BOONE, Manager.

Bell 20.

Cure.

“Our social system ts.all wrengf^cxfive cTfiimedthe frenzied ^orator. "Our sogoods cows, to freshen soon, 25 heifers, cial system Is all wrong, and something
to freshen about March, 1904, 1 mare in
must be did I”:
foal, 11 years old. 1 horse 6 years old,
A man Ip the"r&a"r of the hall walked
3 Durham bulls, 1 Poland China brood
sow with 7 shoals, trfso from 300 to qilcMy up die a!.<lo.

|

COAL

of Geert Moeke at Borculo of

I

|

LOCAL MARKETS.

PUBLIC SALE.

Prices Paid to Farmer*.

PRODUCE.
On Thursday,Oct. 8, 1903 at 9 a. m.,
havtea suggestion."^remarked.
there will be a sale at the farm of J. tl. Butter, per lb. ............................. }°
a suggestion!" Gruppen,
Eggs, per doz ..... ........................
4
a mile south and two mites Dried Apples, per lb .......................S-o
Time will be given till OcL 1, 1904, skriefcferf the orator. "Let us listen to
west of Graufschap, of the following: - Potatoes, oer bn .....................• •••
on good approved notes without Inter- the words of the Mother.
ffood workhorses,6 cows, 2 heifers, 1 Beans, hand picked, perbu ............. t
I est. The usual discount for cash.
.......................................
: And the brother passed up a card Fargo wagon, 1 binder. 1 mower, 1 top Onions
WinterApples—
................
Chris D. Schllleman, AucUpneer.
bu*'gygood as new, 1 two-seated buggy,
which read:
GRAIN.
•'When your system is wrong hike 2 work harnesses, 1 buggy harness, 1 Wheat, per bn. ............. oldandnewTb
It Is said of John Wesley khjit he
Bunkum's tonic. It cleanses tew eya- horse rake, 1 crosscut saw, a lotofeorn Oats, per bu ........ good white 36 no 3 white 31
I once said to Mistress Wesley:
"^Vby
in shocks, a lot of feed corn, 5 tons hay, Rye .......................
jl
tem.”— Baltimore News.
Buckwheatper Uu ................ • •
do you tell that child the same thing
1 plow, 1 spring tooth harrow, 3 cultiCom, perbu ................. jel M mixed 53
over and over again?” “John Wesley,
vators, 1 revolving churn, 2 horse blan- Bailey, per 100 ... ..... ........... ......... • 00
| because once telling is not enough.” It
kets, 4 milk cans, l cream separator, Clover Seed, per In ...................
How »o Hr-rnove Tea
is Mr tills same reason that you are
To remove tea stains pour 1 tolling 1 truck wagon, J cutter and all small Timothy seea, I r t»u. (to consumers) ...... 2.00
E‘:EF, PORK, ETC.
told again and again that Chamber-'
water over them. If of long standing farm implements. Also a cook stove, a
to 10
Chickens, dressed,per lb ........
| Iain's Cough
Remedy cures colds and
heating
stove,
1
wardrobe.
1
sofa,
J
tonic tho linen in a •solution of chloride
Chickens, live, per lb ..........
grip; that It countemctsany tendency
table, chairs and other articles.
Spring Chickens live ..........
of these diseases to result In pneu- of lime until tlie stains disappear;then
10
Credit will be given till Oct 1, 190* Turkeyslive .................
wash
through
several
clean
waters.
..3
monia. and that it Is pleasant and safe
on suras of 83 or over. Below 83 cash. Tallow, per lb .................
10
Lard,
per
lb.
..
..............
to take. For sale by W. C. Walsh, HolFive per cent discount for cash. on sums Beef. dressed, per lb.. ......
5)4 to 6
land, and Van Bree & Son, Zeeland.
How to Make Deefiiteak Snuoe.
over S3. H. LUGERS, Auctioneer.
Pork, dressed,per 1»>.. ................
6*
Mutton. dressed, per lb ..........M ...... . . 7
While opening a box, J. C. Mount, of A recipe for a steak sauce, old. though
Veal,
per
lb
.....................
" .........
*
Three Mile Bay, N. Y., ran u ten penny always delicious.H made a* follows:
Lamb ...................................
Mop
nail through the fishy part of his hand.
FENCE
POSTS.
Cut an extra sirloin into strips about an
FLOUR AN D FEED.
“I thought at once of all the pain and
Just received, a carloadof cedar fence
Pnre to consumers
Inch wide and butter. After -this is well
soreness this would cause me," he says,
posts. Also shingles
Huy .................................
melted
spread
on
a
lot of Englbh musFidni. ‘•Sunlight,” patent, per barrel ........4 80
"and Immediately applied ChamberG. A. Klomparens.
Flour' *• Daisy. ” hi ratgbt. per barrel ........ 4 49
lain's Pain Balm and occasionallyaf- tard, mix with this red pepper, a llttte
27 East Land St.
OTound Feed J87s par hundred. 2350 per ton
terwards. To my surprise it removed black pepper and plenty of WorcesterGem Neal, unbolt e4,l.5& pel hundred, *3 i-Oper
all pain and soreness and the injured shire saner.
ton.
Con- Meal, oaitod 3»iperUmiparts were soon healed.”For sale by
Stevenson, the jeweler,Las got anew
MiudlluCf1 20 per bundreufil.-O per in#
W. C. Walsh. Holland, and Van Brec
How to R-raove ColTo*
watchmatrer.Give him a try alBroil 106 j-e: bundrec .18 9. r*er toa
& i on, Zeeland.
Linseed Mni Ji.Wperauaftied.
Glycerin fc a.-enpHad remow of oof*
LIUm
fa or milk snots from white goods.
Pricespaid by theCapponA Bertscft umt nor Cb
For Sate or Kent.
Fine l.lno of Stationery.
IMit ths
gSyefiffa, torn
No. 1 cured hide .... .................
&
A blacksmith shop at V riesland. Tn- “ 1 green hide .................................7
We have added to oar stock n very waA or* th* eTycertn with lukewarm
400 cords beech slab stove
J60 cords of basswood.

wood and

'“I

..

“The brother .has

.

W

good
...

•

.

—

•'

...

Remember, the thicker the shingle the longer
will test.

We

it

Thin shingles split easier and quicker.

would ask you

to

examine our grades and se

cure our prices.

H
We

EM

are offering a special quality of hemlock at

reduced prices.

37-38

Kleyn Lumber Co.
Street,

_

.

rtatns

^ complete line of stationery, pens and raivi.
i pencils, pen and pencil tablets, and a

East Sixth

_

..

Opposite Water Tower.

big line of Sanford’s ink

terurban cars run past the shop. Inquire of

and mucilage,

Wm.

Wt>«l
Horst, Vrlesland. 13-tf Unwashed ...........................16 tell

jForwwtful.
fancy stationeryinboxes, calling cards,
Bpot soil as forgetful^ •v«T'
Mary Jennings. N. Yamhill. Oregon. blank receipts, day books, ledgers,
____ re. THiy, thfit.feffi^w to .Could not get along without Rocky
* memorandum ialoka, etc. The price we
tenseto gp !fl the directory erroby
have placed on these should move them
Mountain Tea. Makes women strong
jifcfrf bWbro he goes lidnio frpen hurtrapidly.
and beautiful. Keeps them well. 35
tre -forgets bin address."
J. O. Doesburg, Druggist,
*
«
cents.
Jl*» Bro*
32 East Eighth a tract * -

M

I

•

•

*

•• itallew ...............................
<*•

The happiest couple in the wort®
should be a deaf bueband and a bUaJ
wife, both Mkin# Rocky Mountain Tea.
Keeps peace in the family. 35 center
£•&&

Bxots.

MAKE

IT

HOW TO CURE HCG CHOLERA.

PUBLIC.

noco^&x3><KoraSS«S

The

E. & M. V. R. R. Hog Remedy," fbr
prevention of hog cholera or swine
plague, is now being published by the

Publicity Counts — That’s
what the People want— Hoi
land’s Expression on the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway
company for the benefit of all concerned. The prescription and direc-

Subject.
Make

*

it

friend*.

The new* is too good to keep.
“Bad backs" are numerous,
So few understand the cause.
Many Holland people are learning.
And, better *till, they’rebeing cured.
Lame backs are lame no more.
Weak ones regain their strength.
This is the everyday labor in Holland
Of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Our citizens are making it public.
Here’s a case of it.
Mrs. B. Volitjarei, 85 W. 13th street,

eay*: “My kidneys bothered me

for

years until the dull aching pains thru
my loins became almost constant.I
easily tired qecame stiff from sitting or
lyiug in one position for any length of
tlmejind I rose in the mornings feeling
thoroughly unrested and devoid of energy. Often I could hardly stand up
strrightand walked about in a stooped

position.There was a stiffness and
numbness in my limbs.l had seen Doan's
Kidney Pills highly recommended and
I got a box at J. 0. Doesburg’s store and
commenced their use. The result was
most gratifying-and in spite of my advanced age. I soon began to feel better.
Aside from the natural stifnessof the
joints of u person of my age, 1 feel splendid.”

For sale by all dealers.Price 50c.
Fostor-MilburnCo., Buffalo, N. Y. Sole
agents for the U. S. Remembor the
name, Doan’s and take no substitute.
Docsburc'sDni|? Store.

0.

First State
With Saving

CAPITAL

-

s

piggy sows.

Bank

Department.

$50,000.00. IMPORTANCE OF PROPER PACK-

C W.

ilOKMA,

an evident fact that the fruit
President.
Cashii
package on our markets has more to
do with the sellingof the fruit that
the package contains than the quality
Holland CityStatc
of the fruit. The time Is past that the
WITH SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
small fruit grower and farmer can
Corner Eitrb'b and Rive; Streets.
come to market with his fruit In tin
HOLLAND. MICH.
buckets, baskets and other vessels and
iitktd iSjS- Incorporated
at a State Bank
find a- ready market! The trade de' in rSQO.
mands that fruits must be put up In
A general banking business transacted.
uniform packages, and the one who
Interestpaid on certificates.
can most tastefullyarrange his fruit
Loans made.
$50,000 and make the case present an inviting
appearance is the one who will be
D. B. K. Van Raalte. - President. found successfullymarketing his
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President. fruits. The question of the fruit packC. VER SCHUP.E.
Cashier. age, packing and marketing of our
It Is

.

Bark

CAPITAL

The retail price for the drugs in this
preparatioh are:
Trollne, $1.40 per gallon; kerosene,
11 cents per gallon, (lowest grade is
best); tinctured aconite root. U. S.,
flO cents per pint; sulphurotu,35 cents
per pound; sulphur, 5 cents per pound.

AGES FOR FRUIT.

ISAAC CAPPO.V,

#ia!ulSnf'

Invention of Separators.
The Feeding Floor.
No. 1— Trollne, ^wo quarts: keroJ. H. Monrad In New York Produce
The
hog
is
the
cleanest
domestic
sene, two quarts. No, 3-Tincture
Review gays: "Professor Farrington
aconite. No. 4~Sulphuroid,five animal we have and If he Is properly
writes In the Farmer’s Sentinel, Milcared
for
there
will
not
be
one
parpounds; sulphur, five pounds.
ticle of droppingsor urine In that waukee, Wls., an article on the evoluNo. 1 of this remedy acts on the
hoghouse, says John Cowine. They tion of the separator as follows: ‘One
liver and keeps the hmg^ In a healthy
will set one corner off Into a kind of the first applicationsof this princicondition. No. 3 stimulates and proof closet and they will go back and ple to cream separation was made by
tects the heart. No. 4 keeps the blood
forward to that. Give them just a Massachusettsman In about 1875.
pure and free from disease.
rooiu enough to He down and no He placed graduated glass tubes filled
Directions— If the hogs hare been
more. It is an advantage to have your with milk iff pockets something like
exposed to the disease, take food and
hoghouse divided off Into pens. I! those now used In the Babcock milk
water away from them and give twice
you haven’t enough hogs to fill up tester and whirled these tubes in a
daily, for five to eight days. Nos. 1, 3
your hoghouse shut off part cf tho machine constructed for the purpose.
and 4, In slop, made from shorts and
space; give them just enough room After whirling about twenty minutes
oil meal, as follows: No. 1, one
to occupy and no more. After you the thickest of thd^cream was meastablespoonful to each hog weighing
have fed them clem tho feeding ured In each tube. This machine was
100 pounds or over. Hogs weighing
designed to be used as a cream tester
floor. What would you think of your
fifty to sixty pounds, one tablespoonwife if she let the dishes set on tho for milk. It was, however,a pattern
ful to two hogs. No. 3, for hogs weighfor the first commercial cream septable from one morning to another?
ing 100 pounds or over, one tableSuppose the supper was served on tho arators, which were constructedon
spoonful to five hogs. For shoats,
same dishes. You would say to your- the same plan, exceptingthat ^alls
weighing fifty to sixty pounds, one
holding fifty to sixty pounds of milk
self that you wished you had not
tablespoonful to eight to ten of them.
were substituted for the glass tubes.’
married that woman. I would no moro
No. 4, give to each hog weighing over
It seems ProfessorFarringtonoverthink of feeding my hogs on a feedfifty pounds, one tablespoonful.To
ing floor that had not been cleaned looks the fact that it was Prof. C. J.
prevent disease when hogs have not
Fuchs of Germany who suggested the
immediatelyafter the last meal than
been exposed, give Nos. 1, 3 and 4
use of centrifugal force in testing
I would of eating my dinner off tho
twice daily for three days, then once a
milk as early as 1859 and that In 1864
breakfast dishes without washing. I
week. When disease Is In the neighAntonin Prandtl of Munich experihave done It for thirty years. It is a
borhood he more careful with hogs
mented with raising cream by placing
small matter. We have a wooden
and feed medicine oftener.Keep pens
small cylindricalvessels with milk in
hoe made out of a 2x0 three feet in
disinfectedwith air slaked lime. Each
length; have an old saw for tho an ordinary centifuge.Furthermore,
number must he kept separate until
It was, accordingto Ed. Burnette,
lower edge. This Is wide enough to
fed. Feed all three numbers together.
sweep off ihreo or four feet at a ‘about’1870 when Rev. H. F. Bond of
This remedy will In no way injure
time. If your floor is smooth and Massachusettsmade his experiments

Tell the people about it.
Gratitude promote* publicity.
Grateful citizen* talk.
They tell their neighbors: tell their

J.

FOR $ALEr~

tions are as follows:

public.

For salt at

UlMlbTAlll

prescription known as "tha F.

- •

- -

From the remotest ages historyand
fable have attached to flowers particular associations. The Chinese are
said to have once had a complete
floral alphabet Flowers and fruits
were used by the ancients to denote
each hour of the day. The first hour
of the day represented by a bouquet
of full-blown roses; the second hour,
by heliotrope; the third, by white
roses; the fourth, by hyacinths; the
fifth, by some lemons; the sixth, by a
bouquet of louts; the seventh, by luppas; the eighth, by some oranges; the
ninth, by olive leaves; the tenth, by
poplar leaves; the eleventh, by a bouquet of marigolds, and the twelfth

if you can do It Immediatelyafter
feeding you can clean It off as clean
as if swept. By having tho floor
three feet high on one side you can
clean it off month after month and tho
refuse will not pile up on you. No
matter how wet or muddy It is, if your
hogs are confined iu this building

their feed is always clean. Feed
your hogs corn and water. I would
add a few oats and perhaps a basket
or two of raw potatoes once a week,
but my main feed would bo corn and

with two glass jars attached to a spindle making 200 revolutions. Let us
give the honor where it is due, that, is,
to Germany, not only for originating
the idea, but also for the first use of
a separator(crude as it was) iu a
commercial creamery.”

REAL

ESTATE
Holland City is the
Best Thing: to Buy.
in

J. C.

POST

has some choice bar-

gains this

season.

LOTS.
from $100

to $2,000.

AgriculturalCollege Cows.
It it with pleasure that we note tho
addition of twenty high-bred cows to

the herd of the CaliforniaAgricultural
College. This will give them thirty
cows in all, representingthe three
cold water.
breeds, Holsteins, Jerseys and Guernseys. Lack of good cows is one of the
Crates for Fruit Packing.
chief deficienciesIn the equipment of
In the gathering of fruit, especially many of our agriculturalcolleges. In
of fruits that bruise easily, like the past the appropriations have been
peaches, pears and plums, it is ad- so small that the funds have been
visable to have a strongly built rigid barely suflicientto pay the charges
crate. Baskets are quite generally of tho instructors and keep up the
used, and we see pictures of men buildings. The live stock departments
carryingbushel baskets heaped up, have’ been the last to receive attenholding them by, the two handles. tion. Probably this could not be helpThis is considcrel by the best packers ed. But It is hoped that the day of
detrimental to the fruit, which should inferiorherds at the fountain head of

HOUSES
from $1,000

to $5,000.

Jjl

BUSINESS
PROPERTY
on Sth and River Sts.

CALL AT ONCE
V

Holland Real Estate

hour by heartseaseand violets. If
they wished to appoint an hour to be ™bbed together as little as possi- our dairy instructionis passed. There
drawbacks when it ?omes to our ex- meet any one, they would send the ble. There is some “give" about all are several other colleges that need
baskets, and a basket on the ground better dairy herds than they have at
port trade. On the above subject Prof. emblem of that hour.
full of apples does not retain its shape present The students should have
Taylor of the United States departentirely when lifted from the ground. before them the best types of cows
SEPT. 2T, li>03.
ment of agriculturesays:
FRUIT STORAGE.
The apples are pushed togetherop- and abundant opportunity to see the
Trains leave Holland as follows:
‘^Sorne of the most serious problems
that
confront
the
fruit grower are
Some
sort of storage facilities is posite the handles and are shifted good and bad points of the various
For Chicago hikI West—
•letoa.m.8 ns in. l24Sp.m. SSSnm. those connected with the questions of almost Indispensable in the manage- more or lees in the other parts of the dairy breeds. It is not enough that
For Oraml KnpiU* hii<1 North—
harvesting,packing and marketing the ment of the fruit business for profit basket In a greater degree bags one dairy breed be represented.All
•aiin. ra.
product This has been found espe- It allows fruit to . be carried over' a cause the bruising of fruit A two- dairy breeds should have their repre12 30 p. in 4 22 p.m. 955 p.m.
cially true in relation to the export season of glut and so helps the grow- bushel bag is filled and is generally •entatives at the agriculturalcollege.
For Saginaw anti Detroit—
*S 25 a.m. 4 22 p.m.
VIATHB
trade in fresh fruits. In numerous in- er, even though the storage be owned lifted by the middle. This forces Otherwise the student will have a
For Mankegoii—
stances efforts to increasethe sale *uul by a speculator and be operatedIn the apples very closely together In one-sided education in this regard, and
nnOH. m.
use of American fresh fruits in foreign his Interest. Fruit storage is most the two ends of the bag, and they he will go from college prejudiced in
12 5nn. m. 4 25 p.m.
markets have failed through the im- useful to the fruit grower, however, roll back again when the bag is set favor of one breed and against anFor Allegan— e it-a.m, 540p.m.
GRAND LODlJE I. O. O. F., SAGFreightleaves from EfcM Y at 11 05 a. m.
perfect understanding that exists when it is kept in his own posses- down. One Michigan packing -house other.
INAW.
•Daily. H. F. MOELLER. Gen. Pass. Agi. among growers, packers and shippers, sion, or at least within his own man- has made a picking crate that will
r Oct. 20 to 23.
Dairying
in
England.
Detroit. Mich
One fare for the round trip. Tickets
as well as transportation companies agement, for it makes him in a great- hold a little more than a bushel. It
J.C. HOLCOMB. Ag>nt. Holland.
According to reports from Eng- on sale Oet. 19 and 20; good to return
and their employes, in regard to the er or less degree independent of the is rectangular and composed of slats.
land the English dairyman is making to Oct. 24th.
requirementsof the markets tn >*» buyer and speculator — often remarka- Care Is taken to have the slats on
! TOLLAND CITY STATE BANK. Capital
the bottom close together,so that the slow progress in his effortsto supply
li ISO.OpO.D Jl. K. Van Raalte.President. supplied and the methods of harvest- bly so. It may be safely said .that fruit will not project below the slats the demands of the home market. DENVER AND COLORADO POINTS.
A. Van Putten,Vice President:C. Yet Schure, ing, packing, storing and shipping the fruit business cannot be conductOct, 3 and 4.
Cashier. General BankingBusiness.
and receive bruises when the crate This applies to butter, cheese and
One fare to Chicago, added to 530.00
necessary to meet these requirements. ed on a large scale except with a few
cream. The latter is said not to be to destination. Tickets on sale October
The development of - that steady de- of the more perishable fruits, with- is set down. This crate will largely
F. ti A. M.
; take the place of the other receptacles extensively used, except in the west
3 and 4, good to return to and includmand which Is necessary to build up out adequate provision for .'forage.
s
of England, where it is found on the ing October 30.
Regular Communications of Uxitt Lopoe, No.
trade
Is
In
many
cases
retarded
by
the
either on the growers' own rreXs
10 piCklc' and d6ll'-er>“g f™it.
191, F. w A. M.. Holland. Mich., will be held at
tables of the wealthy and well-to-do
Masonic Hall, on the evenings of Wednesday, variabilityin condition of consign- or in rented storage rooms.— Prof. F.
class. Some of 'the leading thinkers
Jan. 21, Feb. 18, Mar. 10. April 15. May 20.
FARM FOR SALE.
Young
Pigs.
Juno 17. July is, Aug. 12, Sept. 16. Oct. 14. Nov. ments on arrival. A shipment which A. Waugh.
on dairy subjects are urging the EngA 40-acre farm, good improved land,
11, Dec. 0: also ou St. John's Days— June 24 arrives perfectly sound and in every
Prof. R. S. Shaw says that in Monlish dairyman to abandon tbe idea good house and small barn. Good apple
and 'lec
JAS L. C3NKEY, W. M.
tana young pigs should have constant
respect satisfactoryis frequently folPRIDE IN ONE’S WIFE.
Otto Bretmax,
2of supplying any but the highest class orchard and two good wells. Three
; access to forage grounds in the sumlowed by one or more that arrives in
of trade. They would leave to the miles from south city limits on the
bad condition. The result is loss of
“Yes.” said' old Fanner Jones to a I mer season, and showeredyards In the
Stop that Cold and Cough.
Canadians and Australiansthe sup- East Saugatuck road. Two miles from
confidence in the reliability of Ameri- traveler who was stopping with him • winter. When four weeks old they
The best preparation for the colds and
plying of the demand for cheap pro- church and one mile from school. For
can fruit as a staple articleof trade over night, “I’ve got as good a wife ' will take a little sweet skim milk
ducts. They would have the English sale at a bargain.Easy terms to right
coughs that prevail is the Tar, Pine and
and a disastrous lowering of prices. as any man in these parts, if I do to which some shorts or middlings
person. Must sell at once on account
Cherry Cough Syrup. Try a bottle. For these reasons it seems highly im- eay it"
may be graduallyadded, and later cow devote all her energy to turning of ill health. Enquire at this office.
out cream, milk and cheese of the
For sale bv Haan Brothers. Druggists, portant that provision be made for a
34-3S
"I'm not married, myself,” re'urned some ground wheat A light grain
finest quality only. It is claimed that
Eist Eighth street.
careful study of methods of harvest- the traveler,"but nevertheless I can ration should be supplied the young
of the entire product of English DOES IT PAY TO BUY CHEAP?
ing, packing, storing and transporting appreciate the pride which a husband growing pig in addition to the forage
A cheap remedy for coughs and colds
cheese more than four-fifths is of Inthroughout the forage season but may
fresh fruits, both at home and abroad, might take iu a good wife.”
ferior quality, and that cheese of rep- is all right, but you want something
with special reference to the develop"Why, stranger,” went on the old be entirelycut off as soon as the pigs utation — Stilton and Wensleydale
that will relieve and cure the more
Take the genuine,original ment of the export trade in them. Au- farmer earnestly, “I've known that reach the pea or grain stubble fields.
severe and dangerousresultt/ofthroat
are made in such small quantitiesthat
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TEA thority to make exi>erimental ship- woman to get up at four o’clock in During the winter season the shotes they are found on the tables of the and lung troubles. What shall you do?
Go to a warmer and more regular cliMade only by Maditon Media ments should also be provided for in the mornin’, milk sixteen cows and should have access to stacked alfalfa,
middle classes only at Christmas time. mate? Yes. if possible:if not possible
cine Co., Madison, Wls. It
clover, or peas, from which they will
this
connection.
In
addition
to
the
imgit
breakfast
for
twenty
men,
and
keeps you well. Our trade
The trade in cream especially should for you, then in either case take the
murk cut on each package. mediate beneficial effect resulting from have the hull thing done afore sun- secure a large amount of food. Sugar
be worked up to a popular basis.
ONLY remedy that has been introPrice,35 cents. Never sold
beets should also be supplied.
it would have a
rise.”
in bulk. Accept no substi* such an investigation,
duced in all civilizedcountries with
«ieeNF«AATro ?• tute. Ask your druggist.
direct bearing on the selectionof vaUnhealthy Surroundings.
“You don’t say so!” exclaimed the
success In severe throat and lung trourieties for the commercial orchards stranger.
At a medical convention recently bles, “Boschee’s German Syrup.” It
Effects of Lou of Pigs.
now being planted in many sections of
held in England the cow and her sur- not only heals and stimulates the tis“Yes, sir; and not only oncet, but
From Farmers’ Review: Our own
Go toC. A. Stevenson's'Jewelry Store the country, and thus exercise an imroundings came in for discussion in sues to destroy the germ disease,but
week
in an’ week out, and you kin
experience with spring pigs this year
for your Fountain Pen. he has the largrelation to the public health. The niiays inflammation, causes easy exportant influence on the character of see as well as I kin that she ain't a
est assortment in the city, at very low
was satisfactory. From four sows—
doctors pointed out some things that pectoration.gives a good night's rest,
the commercial fruit supply of ti.o strong woman nuther.”— Ex.
J
one with her first litter and two with
should and some things that should and cures the patient Try ONE botnext two decades. It is. therefore,
their second litter— we raised thirtystrongly urged that provision be made
not
be. One cf them said that In tle. Recommendedmany years by all
Try to have your cows come in
Second Hand Haggle*,
druggists in the world.. You can get
three thrifty pigs. They now average
many of the stables the cows had too this reliable remedy at W. C. Walsh's.
for the prosecution of this work dur- the fall and winter. Winter dairying
more than 100 pounds each, and half
We have a number of good second- ing the fiscal year.”
little
air
space
per
cow.
This
should
pays the best, and then, too, you
Price 25c and 75c.
of this was made from pasture, part
hand buggies at very low prices. We
not be less than 800 cubic feet per
have more time to milk and to atrape that wintered. But complaint
also have horses for sale.
cow. This would be a space ten by
Sows that are inclined to eat their tend to your cows than you have in
FARM FOR SALE — Farm of 80 acres
jvas quite general this spring of loss
ten by eight feet. Also the cows 2 miles west of Coopersville;30 acres
pigs
at
farrowing
are
usually
those
the
summer
time,
when
the
farm
Takken k Hills,
of pigs, even from farmers that care
that are fed largely on corn, and are work is crowding you.
should not be permitted to stand
^ __ with
______ improved:small peach orchard: part
E ist Eighth street, Holland.
well for their stock. So, notwithin a constipatedcondition. The
their heads to a dead wall, that Is, a 8Ujtablefor growing celery. Inquire of
standingthe stimulus of high prices
sows fed on laxative food of a' less
wall without openings of any kind. I Ben;l' EoBinlc- F. D. No. L, HudsonBINDING GRASSES.
! for father. Good for mother,
toward increased production,this
viJle.
heating character than corn rarely eat
It was better to have them face the
or the whole family. Makes the
county will not market more hogs this feedin"- rarifn
their pigs. Bran, shorts, oil meal and
One
of
the
best
grasses
for
holdIt
was
said
that
in
n f-yt. rfvep and grow. Rocky
year than last.— P. F. Nye, Elkhart
some parts of England it is common
A Chicago man has observed that,
:n Tea is a family blessing.35 oats or barley make a better grain ing banks where the soil Is sandy is
County, Indiana.
Hast A Eros.
food for brood sows just before or Bermuda grass. There are others that
to see drinking ponds located at the “Good deeds are better than real estate
after farrowing, than corn.
lowest point in the yards, and' in such deeds-some of Die latter are worthhold just as well, provided they can
New Name for i eat®.
Horses For ‘•ale
location it was- impossible that thev lesR: Act k4nd,y and eent|y. show symbe obtained and will produce a stand
____
..... * ) pathy and lend a helping
hand. You
Ellen of HeThe girl who expressedso much conm
GERANlt'MSIN THE HOUSE.
but some of these are likely to f:ive
. So. Dakota,
could escape having washed into them ,
,JV it
Most men'
re here ub*n'
o r. w5th
trouble afterward as weeds. Bermu- sympathy for the poor farmer because at eterj ram much of the droppings appreciate kn
nt! word and encourage'
•f horses T
••orses are h'
Single and
«
da grass is easily started from fceed. .
cold
in harvesting his win- frora cows. This had been the mem ir.oi th;i) sub lamia 1 help. There
<en and
'r- eg.
among the be~t wi- i
* Bermuda ter wheat is equal in agricultural ii«e »itr seme pends for generations. rire persons h. this community who
If the soil is r ot very sandy,
co not expect reran)
may also be used, but either Keu- knowledge to the one who expressed Gocd and healthy milk could not be might truthfuhy «ay: "My good friend,
parlor organ, -ood as new, for winter without plorty
cheer uj). A f.-v doses of Chambertucky blue grass or Candaian blue a desire to see a field of tobacco when made from such water.
half price. C. A. Stevenson, warmth. They will n
lain’s Cough Remedy will rid you of
'grass are also' valuable. However, if it was just plugging out But the
IllicitOleo Makers.
street. Holland, Mich.
your
cold, and there is no danger whatthrifty plants in a cool room
damsel
who
asked
which
cow
gave
the soil is along a steep bank of loose
United States revenue officersre- ever from pneumonia when you use
very little sunshine, but bloom
sand it is difficult to get any kind the most buttermilk is entitledto the
cently raided an illicitoleomargarine that medicine. It always cures. I
such conditions— Oh, no!
of glass started,as the soil is likely whole bakery. A girl on her return
Stop that Cold and Cough.
factory in Chicago. It was found In a know it, for it has helped me out many
to slide or drift before the plants from the country who was asked if
T> e best preparationfor the colds and
bam and was
being run by three men. a time." Sold by W. C. Walsh, HolWith some folks economy is the become established, but Bermuda she ever saw
au<n any
auj one
vjuc milk
Uilin a
<1 cow
UU W re___
,,, .
----- land. and Van Bree & Son Zeeland.
fmu’h? that prevailis the Tar, Pine and
going without things they want, in grass has the advantageof spreading plied: “Oh, yes, indeed I have; it
A
n? the colored P™r berry Cough Syrup. Try a bottle,
tickled me to death to see uncle jerk tairPfn^mery butter*and had obFor sale by Baan Brothers,Druggists. order to save money to buy things rapidly, so that if it can be started #«««#*
a trade. A good many
- a*
*
they do not need.
two A#
of the faucets at the some time.**
in several places it soon fills in.
restaurant keepers had been buying
—Ada Index.
It as creamery butter.
fruits has been one of the most serious
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PROFITABLE- HALr-ACRE.

CUT-DOOR ROSS8.
IIEAK1XG OF OLAISIS.

luims for wages prior to everything

•

Prof. John W. Lloyd of the Illinois
When planting a rose bush select a
spot as sunny and airy as possibleand Agricultural College planted a onehalf acre farmers’garden.
relie careful that the ground is rich and
well drained, a heavy or clay subsoil ports his experiences as follows: “IC
is peculiarlyadapted to roses, and for nothing is charged for the use of the
enrichingit nothing Is so good os land, ncr the manure, the total cost
would he summarized as follows:
thoroughly rotted cot.’ manure. Bundy
Seeds and plants, $5.45; insecticides,
soil requires more manure. In plant50 cents; labor, $2G.ll. Total. $32.06.
ing, the roses should bo set somewhat
"In return for this expenditure, tho
deeper than they were in the pots, especiallyif they are budded or grafted garden furnished a continuous supply
plants, deep enough that tho union of fresh vegetablesthroughout tho
may bo below the surface of the soil. growing season, with enough sweet
For a small collection of rose bushes a corn for drying, tomatoes for canning,
good sized bed in a circularform, with cucumbers, peppers, cabbage, string
the four sides scalloped toward the beans and green tomatoes for pickcenter, would be desirable. This ar- Hng, onions, beets, carrots, parsnips,
rangement would enable the cultivator salsify, winter radishes, cabbage and
to reach all the points without having celery for winter use, and parsnips,
to step on the bed. Roses may he horseradishand salsify left in tho
planted either in the fall or spring, ground for spring. These vegetables

list*.
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Notli’o is hereby Riven, that by An nr.U r of the
Probate Court for iho County of Ottawa, inude
tetb itay of June. a. u. 1W3. six months
from that 'late were nlUvetl lor erwlltors to proictittheir olulms uRitlnst theosMte of Sue A.
Mn-.tiil it*'of Hiiiit county. (liieeaHert.ami that Canadian
nil cu’iiltor*'ofVniil (Ivrensoit nro required to
Mercy of 2,000 Men
nrew nt their clnintH to said Prol>ateCourt, nt
l bl'rohai'i office, in the City of.urandHaven,
Are Frenzied.
rnr examination and allowHiioo. on or before the
!,i. i, ii .y Ufcembcrnext, and mat suc.n claims
vtll be hen M beforeHaidtJourt.on Wednesduv.
ihe Hlth dny of liocembcr next, at lb o dock in
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-
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HtC.VKIXO O* CLAHH.
STATEOFMimilCiAN. tsS

lumber enmps of the company. The
jiHit in the camps have been made
aware of litis decision by their friends
j-.i town, ami the whole body of men
is now marching Into town. 'I he grav-

';'s^™rsjm^^ men'roaches

the Too. Naturally they are very angry.
This Inflammable matter added to that
K Inters Arc Employes of the^Consoll; , aln.iHlv ou lu|iul promises serious conateti liitko Superior anil They
seiiucncesto the town unless the disor1
I

Smash the Company's

Klees.

ders are

checked.

,

The mass meeting of

the inert held
Coustv or Ottawa
In tlie“\VliiteHouse” was unexpectedly
Notice is hereby «lvon, that by an order of the
Probate Court for the County of Ottawa, made
quiet and orderly. The meeting broke
______________ ____________ Toronto, Oat, Sept. 20.— The repti- up without any particular confusion
taw from the fort here received w- or disorder. An effort was made to get
a body of the/ioters to cross the river
shortly of tor nddnlfchtto liroeood
to the United States side and put the
the t’rob. tc office, in the City of Grand Haven, to Sault Ste. Mario.
power house and street railway out of
for examination and allowance,on or beforethe
commission, but It was not successful.
Sard day Of .In mmry next, and that such claims
will he heard before Mid Court on baturStiult Sto. Mil vie, Mich., Sept. 29.— On account of this rumor the local
dav. the 23rd day of .tanuurynext, ..t 10 o clock
The situation in the Canadian Soo, company of state troops was mobilized
"llatctl0
lit Urn C hVoTg raiu’l Ha von. July 23id,
which has been the scene of serious nt the armory and some extra policeA.u.
' HOWARD IV KIH1IY.
rioting
by the discharged employes of men were put on duty.
July 31— Jan
Ju.Irc of I’rohnte
.

O

ivj

i

____

'

22

lSw.

the ConsolidatedLake Superior com-

x

PARKS VERSUS BUCHANAN

pany, is very grave. No reinforcements

Hearing of Claims.
of militia have arrived from' the ol,t' | ^ th0 situation nt Kansu* City ami it win
The Probate side at this writing, and the only deHe Fought Out ou
Court for the County of Ottawa.
That Line.
fense
against
the
mob,
which
grows
In the matter of the estate of Isaac
hourly, is a more or loss demoralized
Fairbanks, deceased.
Kansas City, Mo.. Sept. 24.— After
Notice is hereby given that six polit e department and a small eompany
being in session behind closed doors
months from the 4th day of September. A. D. 1905, have been allowed for of militia. An assault upon the of- since early In the morning, the concreditorsto present their claims against lice building ly tin* molt early in the
vention of the IntenmtibnalAssociasaid deceased to said court for examination and adjustment, and that all afternoon, before the arrival on the tion of Fridge and Structural Iron
creditorsof said deceased are required ground of troops, was successful,ami ; Workt,rs ilt n^i,t voted In favor of
to present their claims to said court, a mass of iVenzied rioters secured | Ri)i(l
11JKi tbe other deleat the probate office, in the City of possession of the .ground floor ot
from loca, un|ol, n0. 2 of New
Grand Haven, in said county, on or before the 4th day of March, A. D. 1904, building,destroying everything mova- York. There were but three votes cast
and that said claims will be heard ble.
against Parks and his friends.

leaves a balance of $51.78 in favor of
the garden. What other half-acreon
the farm pays as well?”

Do you take a day occasionally to
clean up around .the farm home?
They're among the most profitable
days wo spend. Rubbish of all kinds
is thrown together and burned, and
the ashes used to fertilize our strawberry patch. Old, worn-out machinery is torn up and sold to the junk
man, and the bolls, etc., kept to make
new handy contrivances. A few such
days spent each year take away that
ragged, forlorn appearancethat elicits
disgustful glances from the tidy vis-

and free growing climbers to cover the
fence itself. Roses that are to be
grown for tho perfection of their
blooms should never be in close proximity to a building or trees. After
planting, it is well to cover the bed
with a light mulching of manure; tills
will ho all the dressing they require
the first year. After the roots have itor or passer-by.
become well established,fertilizermay

STATE OF MICHIGAN.

the

could not have been bought in tho
usual way for less than $83.84. This

though I prefer the latter. There is
less danger of a severe winter cutting
back the shoots or of altercate freezings and thawingsexposing the ncestablisbed roots. May and June are the
best months for planting.The beds
should be protected*fromthe northwest winds, and have a southernor
eastern slope, if possible. It is a good
plan to have the hybrid roses on the
east side of a fence, and the hardier

s.im

PLANTING HORSERADISH.

be applied more liberally. Every full
five or six Inches of mulch should be
This well-flavoredvegetable can bo
placed on the beds— cow manure if obeasily grown if given tbe right caro
tainable— and In the spring as much
bv said court on Friday, the 4th day of
Troops Arrive on the Ground.
and treatment. The following simple
Kansas City. Mo., Sept. 28.— Pittstypreh. A. D. 1904, at ten o'clockin the
of this dug into thu ground as possiA
force of the office staff, witli drawn burg. Cleveland. Buffalo and Wheeling
method of planting given by one of
.forenoon.
ble, and the residue raked up and carT)ated September 4th. A. D. 1903.
revolvers,preventedtheir gaining ac- delegates,representing lO.Oi.'O men. deour exchanges is worthy of considried away. The correct pruning of
EDWARD P. -KIRBY,
cess to the roper floors of the building. cided at a meeting here to withdraw
eration:
Judge of Probate.
roses can only be learned by experiEvery window and door in the build- from the International Association of
Tho fall is a good time to begin
ence.
As
a
rule, the strong growing
ing is smashed In. The arrival of Structural Iron and Bridge Workers
preparations for a horseradish bed.
plants should be pruned but little,
tho troops on the ground*, armed with j {n .jll} eveJlt ti1L. continued dontinA spot should be selected where tho
Order of Publication.
while the weak growing sorts should
ball
cartridges,
about
2
p.
m.
served
nnce
of
sttnuu
l
Parks,
the
New
York
soil is deep and strong and contains
Look for the fire blight on pear and
IfeTATE OF MICHIGAN. The Circuit
be pruRod severely to Induce vigorous
Court for the County of Ottawa-1 n to restore some semblance of order. walking delegate, In the annual con- apple trees. Destroy It at once by rea fair amount of moisture. At this
growth. The proper time for pruning
, , ,. .
time of year tbe scii should be pulmoving the limb and burning the
John Mastcnbroek as administratorof The rioters then contented themselves vention now being held here.
Is late winter or early spring, before
the estate of Charles Doering, complain- with throwing stones nt the building
The injectionof Parks and his influ- same. Look after top grafts and see
verized to a depth of two feet or
the sap commences to move. A sumant; vs. Auguste Middleman. Leendert and hurling invectives nt the soldiers,
thirty inches. •This is necessary, as
ence has so shaped affairs that the that they have a chance to grow. Rub
Klein. John B Mary. William Baker.
mer pruning of many hybrid perpet- the root requires a good deal of room
Frans Anneler and Geziua Ten Hagen, who establisheda ‘Mead-line"and pre- New York walking delegate Is an is- off the sprouts near them, liook for
vented any approachtoward the build- sue as directly opposed to the Buch- the nests of the tent caterpillarand uals after the June blooming induces in which to. develop. Into this soli
^dt^pendingin the' CircuitCourt for
ing by any of tiro -rioters. The great- anan regime, and It lias been decided destroy them by using a rag saturated the formation of buds for fall bloom- barnyard manure can be worked. Lnt --- Count v of Ottawa, in Chancery, on
ing. A common mistake with many is
tlie 13th day of August, A. D. llKtt.
est number of the mob are of ignorant to tight it out on that line by again
rotted manure is good if it does not
In this cause, it appearing from aifi- Italians, Films. Norwegians aiKl attempting the re-election of Buchanan. in kerosene and placed on the end of a leaving the branching spray wood that
contain too great
prooortion of
davit on file, that the defendants.
pole. See that the hogs, sheep or
has already flowered. This will never
Auguste Middleman. John B. Macy, Wil- Frenchmen, the latter perhaps the
straw. The manure, if put in fresh
cattle are not injuring the trees if
liam Baker and Frans Anneler are not hardest of all to handle.
produce fine roses again. It is well to
CONDITION OF TRADE
in the fall, will have become largely
they have access to the orchard.
residentsof this state, and their resiremove long stems when cutting incorporated with the soil by spring,
Ili'iuiuiilfor Food I* Agreed To.
dence is unknown. On motion of Gerr t
Look for the borers and remove
hut
Thera
Are
Vnsatisfiirtory
Feature*,
W Kooyers, complainants solicitor,it is All have been drinking more or less
flowers if new wood is beginningto when the cuttings of the horseradish
them with knife and wire. Borers
ordered that the appearance of sa d nontiic Volume Continues Large
show at the base of the plant, espe- plant are to be put in. These cutresident defendants.Auguste Middleman. although the bars finallyolieycd the
may We expelled by a whitewash conSay* Dun & Co.
cially in the case of hybrid perpetuals
John B. Macy. William Baker and Frans order to close up. The mob is one
tings should be about six inches long
taining crude carbolic acid and naris
Anneler be entered herein within tne
should these oldest branching stems
New
York,
Sept.
20.—
U.
G.
Dun
&
that
cannot
he
reasoned
with,
and
the
and placed twelve inches apart.
months from the date of this order, and
green.
he cut out if autumn flowers are dein case of their appearance that they man they seem most anxious to get Co.’s Weekly Review of Trade says
See that the wormy fruits are picked
cause their answer to the bill of comNotwithstandingseveral un- up and destroyed. Sheep and pigs sired. The older spray will not proIn handling fruit and vegetables one
plaint to be tiled, and a copy thereof to nt is Coyne, the assistant manager, todav;
he served on the complainant s solicitor who in the absence of Shiehlh is in satisfactory features the volume of will do this cheaply. See that the duce fine roses, while the weak and of the common tricks is in facing t..e
within twenty flax's after service on them charge of the works. Coyne has
crowded growth affords a harborage packages,but the deceptionis soon
of a. copy of said bill and notice of this
trade continues large, and the distri- orchard is well cultivated and kept
order; and in default thereof,said bill discreetly kept out of sight I^ite in bution of merchandisetaxes shipping free from weeds. Look to it that no for every rose pest. Where roses discovered, and the buyer nine times
will be taken as confessed by said non- the .afternoon the leaders of the mob
grow vigorously and- throw large out of tea is pretty sure to find out tho.
facilities.Announcement of a con- grain crop is raised in an orchard kept
resident defendants. And It is further
shoots from the bottom it would he trick, and the seller’s reputatior.it ne
ordered, that within fifteendays th6 com- held a conference and demanded that certed effort to restrict production of for fruit production. Look for premaplainant cause a notice of this order to be the company house the men in their
well to pinch out the crown bud. This
has any. is peddled about promiscupig iron indicates that supplies have ture fc.it on peach trees. Such appublished in the Ottawa Cotmty Times,
will induce a growth of lateral shoots
a newspaper printed, publishedand circu- hotel and boardinghousenndfeed them begun to accumulate. Railway tam- pearing is a sure sign of yellows, and
ously. If, on the other hand, care is
which will produce good flowers in taken to grade and uniformity is a
lating In said county, and that said until the money for their wages Is
the
whole
tree
should
be
removed,
ings
continue
to
show
gains.
The
publicationbe continued thereinonce in
forthcoming. In order to appease the movement of farm products is still even though only a single limb is af- July and August, and in fact give a hered to, an enviable reputation can
each week for six weeks In succession, or
good supply of roses all summer. This
that he cause a copy of this order to be crowd this demand was granted, and unseasonablesmall. New labor conbe built up which is lasting. Buyers,
fected.
personallysem.-d on said non-resident de- the nun took possession of the Whim
is especiallytrue of Brunners. Roses
whether in the local or distant market,
troversieshave begun, but a number
See that “water spouts" ot “suckers”
fendantsat least twenty days before the
time above prescribedlor their appear- House, n large hoarding house operated of serious troubles hare been averted, are rubbed off the trees as they start. in perfect health and vigor are less soon learn tbe brands of the hones,
liable to attacks from insects than
by the
•
and on the whole the number of men This will Injure the tree much less
E. KOLLEN.
shipper.
those that have been neglectedand
Circuit Court Commissioner.
idle voluntarily has diminished.
than if they are permitted to grow into
COMPANY
SENDS
IN
PROTISIONB
GERRIT XV. KOOYERS.
are stunted. Tho free use of clear
Failures this week numbered 232 In large branches and then removed.
HOW TO AVOID RGBB’.N'U'
Complainant s Solicitor.
water by syringing the plants daily is
the
United
States,
against
207
last
Look after trees planted this spring.
Mob Threatens to Attack tbe Police Jloadyear, and 19 in Canada, compared with Loosen the ground about them and a preventive against insects.
Fond as bees are of nectar,they are
\ quarters. Which Is Guarded.
Prebate Order.
32 a year ago.
then apply a'mulch of leaves or straw.
yet fonder of honey and will forsake
Provisions
were
sent- there to feed
"By
the
dusty
ways
STATE -OF .MICHIGAN, the Probate
working in the fields to collecta load
Look for llce- If thfey are lniurInB The goldenrodis drooping, and beside
FEAT OF A BALLOONIST
Court for the .County of Ottawa.
them and the men held a mass meettrees, spray with the kerosene emul- The wall the grapes are swelling in their of ready-prepared sweets. Thus beeAt a sessionof said court, held at the
,
probate office, in the City of Grand ing at the place. As their leaders Ho StMi-l*from Franco and AlightsEigh- sion. which Is the best summer appliOf purple lusciousness.The drowsy days keepers often have trouble in hanHax-en. in said fiaiunty. on the llui day made the most inflammablesort of
cation ior trees. See that the soap Are almost nilent, save where orchard dling the heney in their apiaries,for
toea
Hours
Later
in
Great
oj September. A. D. 1903.
speeches grave fears are entertained
.
Present: Hon. Edward P. £irby. Judge
suds are not wasted on wash days. Are dropping down their ripe and ruddy
when the bees get a scent of it they
Jiritniu. a
for the outcome. An attempt was made
of
, .
Can
not
some
practicable
method
be
store."
fall'upon the plunder and aulckly conLondon, Sept. -28. — Count de la
In the matter of the estate of Jan to put the street car system in the
vey it back to their hives. Under the
Poest, deceased. Hendrik Wex’tr having
Vaulx
and Count d’Outremonthave de- devised that they may reach the
NOTES.
filed In said court his petition praying Canadian Soo. which suspendedoperaorchard? Applied to tho trunks of
intoxicating influence of ready-made
scended
in
a
balloon
near
Hull,
Yorkthat a certain instrument in writing, pur- tions in the morning after an attack
trees
which
have
become
scaly,
scap
honey
they often become demoralized.
portingto be the last will and testament
had been made upon it, into operation shire, having journeyed from Paris in suds will thoroughly renovate the
No, it is not advisable, as a rule,
of said deceased, now on file in said court
Swarms sometimes fight over tho
seventeen
and
three-quarter
hours.
be admitted to probate,and that the ad- again. Two cars were sent out heavito keep more stock on the farm than honey, and finally the strong ones
ministrationof said estate be granted lo ly guarded. Inasmuch as most of the This is the first time that a balloon same.'
just enough to eat up the crop.
Look
to
It
that
all
the
wood
ashes
break into the hives of the weak and
himself, or to some other suitable perrioterswere not in the streets at the has successfullytraveled from France
It Is good business and common rob them. Old-time bee-keepers unreach the orchard, the best possible
'
mit' is ordered,- That Tuesday, the 13th time tills trial was made no (disorder to England.
place for them. Coa! ashes are hot of sense in every line of business to derstand that when honey is to be
dav of October.A. D. 1903. at ten o clock
occurred.
-Chicago Thug Slain.
in the forenoon, at said probate office, be
much value as a fertilizer, but they commence at tbe bottom on a small handled it must be taken into a room
It Is estimated that, there are 2,000
and is hereby appointed for hearing said
Chicago. Sept 29.— Surprised in the loosen the ground and are of benefit scale and build up; and the farm is and tb? door closed, or there Is dan__ men in the Soo, and those are reinno exception to the rule.
act of holding up two men, si bold in the orchard.
It is further ordered. That public noger that the whole apiary might be
tice thereof be ftix’en by publication of a forced by all the idle rabble In town. highwayman opened fire on PoA hard collar, well fitted to the seized with a frenzy -for robbing.
See that there are no scars on your
copy of this order, for three successive A train carrying 400 more woodmen is
shoulder, is much easier on the ani- Great care should be taken in openweeks previous to said day of hearing,in expected to arrive. The local police liceman Mel P. Frlel of the Desplaines trees made by the removal of limbs or
the Ottawa County Times, a newspaper
street station early in the morning. by other means, which are not cov- mal than an uneven, padded one.
ing hives at times when little or
force is being strengthened by the adprinted and
When you see an animal with bad no honey is coming in from the
Several shots were exchanged and the^ ered ’by paint or some protectingsubdition of all the deputies who can he
robber fell dead with a bifllet through stance. Care here may lengthenthe habits, it is almost always true that fields, and at no time should honey
Judge of Probale.
found, each man being given h badge
A true copy. __
his breast
companiorfwho had life of a tree many years. Observe these traits of character have been be left exposed in or near the apiary.
and tt revolver and ordered so use been assisting him in the crime lied
FANNY DICKINSON.
which varieties of each kind of fruit derived from the care and treatment
Probate Clerk.
the latter whenever necessary.
when the shooting .started asideseaped. are most productive on your own they have received.
Corn is undoubtedlythe best crop
Considerable feeling has been
Tin* policemanwas not struck by any grounds, as well as on your neighbor’s.
During the summer see that your for an orchard that can he grown, as it
aroused
over
the
shooting
of
two
A fine parlor organ, good as new, for
of the bullets.
This may be of future value when work horsesj are washed down well at breaks the wind and the trees grow up
sale at half price. C. A. Stevenson, Frenchmenby the police during the
The body was identified litterin the about to plant a new orchard. Thin least once a week. This removes all straight. Insects, as a rule will not
trouble
in
the
morning.
The
rioters
•Eighth street, Holland. Mich.
morning as that of William Mills, who peaches, pears and plums if the fruits the sweat and dirt and leaves tbe hair trouble the trees when there is plenty
allege that the officers used their relived near Fifteenth street and Solon hang touchingeach other. What re- soft and glossy.
of green fodder and corn for them to
Are you going to build? Do you need volvers when it was unnecessary. place. The is said to have laid a po- maint will grow much larger and finer.
Are
your
tools in a first-class con- work ou.
Neither
of
the
men
is
fatally
hurt,
money? Call and ei-'amine-oursystem
lice record.
dition for farm work? Never put
of loaning money. The Ottawa County however.The xnob threatens an attack
Cans In which milk is taken to tho away a plow, reaper or mower broken.
Kx|4»d»iiin an Idaho Mine.
To clean a rusty plow, pour a quart
Buildingand Loan Association, 17 E. upon police headquarters with a view
factory should never Is? used to bring You will want it soon, and then think of water into a half pint of sulphuric
Wallace.
Idaho,
Sept
29.—
Two
minof
effecting
tbe
release
of
all
the
men
Eighth St.
who have 1a*en arrested. Both this ers were instantlykilled and two oth- the separatedmilk back to the farm. of the loss of time, to say nothing of acid slowly, apply the mixture to tho
FARM FOR SALK.
Iron and let it evaporate.Repeat and
building and that occupied by the fire ers injured by the accidental explosion Titey flhonld be thoroughly washed tho aggravation.
A 40-acrefarm, 12 aares set to fruit department is guarded against attack. of a powder magazine al Mammoutb and scalded with steam at the facthen wash c't with vatf. If any spots
trees, brick bouse, big barn, good waThe problem the developments has mines, a short distance from the min- tory, and other vessels should be
With the brood sow it is important remain put r.ore acid on them, rubter, a mile and a quarter west of East
used to return the milk, but if the to keep In a good thrifty condition, bing with a brick. Finally wash tho
Saugatuck, for sale for $4,000 with created is beyond the solution of any ing camp of the Black Bear.. The
of the company officialson the ground, dead: C. T. Frost,
Uhran. The cans, are used for returning the milk, satisfying her appetite without using iron with water, rub dry and cover
tools, etc. Enquire of
Apparentlytheir only hope is that the injured:
Eckks, unknown man. they should be emptied as soon as too rich and concentrated foods, keep- with coal of], rubbing it in well. Havo
Christian Artz,
33
East Saugatuck, Mich. anger of the mob will spend itself and The dead men were literally -blown to possible and thoroughlywashed and ing the system cool and avoiding the mixture made by, your druggist.
that the men wi!l get out of town b> nteiits.The largest piece that could be scalded, and placed on slats in an constipation. When suckling a litter
A Remarkable Record.
degrees. The cause of the riot is that fowl of either of the two men was inverted position in the sun.
With all classes of stock it is &
of pigs she may run down somewhat
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy has a the company is in the hands of a re- a human foot which had been torn off
in condition, but if well fed, not to safe rule never to breed young and
remarkablerecord. It has been infuse celver. and the men have not been paid
“The farmer of the future,’’ says any great extent, and a few days of immature stock, as you injure both
close to the ankle,
lor over thirty years, during which tteir wages, although discharged.
Secretary Wilson, “must be a practical her into proper condition again. While size and form, as in most cases th*4
time many million bottles hax-e been
i-dentlst. The man who does not unsold and used. It has long been the
ONTARIO makes a PROMISE ! ' Washington.Sept. 20.— After an ab- derstand tbe science of the soil has no good feeding, after weaning, will put suckling qualitiesof the mothers. ar*
it is of no special advantage at 'any not fully developed,and without &
standard and main reliance In the
seme of thirteen weeks spent at Oyster
business ou the farm. If a boy wants time to have her fat, it is detrimental good flow of milk a good growth cantreatment of croup in thousands of 17iii Protect
Wage* a-. Prior Bay. President Roosevelt lias returned
to be a farmer it is just as necessary to her and her pigs to have her poor. not bo affected; and food other than
homes, yet during at! this lime no case
CialuM-— More Angry
to Washington. The president was atthat he lake a course at an agriculturhas ever been reported to the manumilk will not make tbe growth so
A telegram hna been received by Ed- ron pauied by Mrs. Roosevelt, Miss al college as it is to tbe boy who
facturers in Which it fciVu to effect a
A friend writes and wishes to know desirable.
Rooseveltand othtr nen.) era of the
cure. When given rs s^on os the chi! ward Barry, secretary of the Woodswants to be a lawyer, a doctor or a when to sow alfalfa. It should be
becomes hoars'* or ev»ti.:»x t<*on as lb men committee, from Premier Ross, of family, and by Private Secretary Loo». preacher to have a universal educaSuch birds as the quail are of raestt.
sown in the spring on well prepared
The
president
was
greeted
by
aev«rcroupy cough appears, it will prex v.v
tion."
land, without any nurse crop. It mable value to the farmer, because of
the attack. It Is Jfleawint io Ink' Ontario,which Juts produceda rea.-sur-^ hundred people who chet red when
should then bo mowed once or twice th# numbe’- of harmful insectn they
many children lige it. it contains r- jug effect on tbe affairs of tbe Cana- ^ ellttred bis carriage.
A mulberry pie does not come through tho summer, so as to keep the will destroy. A pair of these activo
opium or other harmful substance an- diau Soo. Tbe message reads:
may be given as confidentlyto a baby government will in every way possi- Martterer Hanged in I’ci.n.ylvanin^ amiss. Our native species are the growth of weeds down. A crop from it little fellows with their litters of from’
ble protect the interests of the work- . Wilkesbarre. Pa.. Sept. 29. 1 otir best for pies. Mixed with Red As- can hardly be expectedthe first year. a dozen to twenty little chicks will go
as to an adult. For sale by W. <
Walsh. Holland, Van Bree & Son, Zee- ingmen in tbe various industries, main Lenoiisky was hanged ju the comity trachan apples in sauce they are wel- If there are spots in the fields the next a long way toward exterminating th*
and subsidiary, of the C<>niulida1ed Jail here, llie cTime for wbicb lA*nous- come on the dinner table. A farmer’s
land.
spring where it seems to have failed, bugs in a field. The farmer who put*
Lake Superior company, withholding ky ^vas hanged was the murder of table should be and can be the most some more seed should be sown. U up the “No trespass’’sign and proSouTtuir Spoon*.
a flrp Hnp nf souvenir spoons Om- subsidies,and in other way*, if ntces- Anthony Senuick for the purpow Of liberal and sumptuous known to the sometimes takes two cr three years to tects his friends,wilt himself bo pro^
Memuriil HtU is ^the «ary, ln,I«t on tho ««!«.«« cl .Ujrobbory.
tected from his enemies.
get a good stand of alfalfa.
latest Geo. H. Huizinga, tbe jeweler.
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Castle Lodge K. of P. performed work
In the second rank last night.

The Royal

Circle will hold

a

regu

M. Van Putten has bought three Jots
on Sixteenth street, corner of 2ln®> on
which he will build houses.

B

Do You

A flat car got off the track on East
Read the council proceedings.You Eighth street Wedossdny and hindered
will always find some item of Interest travel for some time.
Mrs. William Wyatt, Tenth street, is
to you.
recovering from an attack of typhoid
Clerrlt Van Haaften Is a candidate for
lar meeting this (Friday) evening.

CONTEMPLATE BUYING

the positionof nightwatchto succeed fever.
Fred Kamferbeek,resigned.

J.

‘

Post has sold to W. C. Walsh a

Mabel A. Johnson, formerly of lot on the corner of Graves Tlace and
W. Fulcer of Fon du College avenue.
Prosecuting Attorney P. H. McBride
Lac, Wls., will be married Oct. 24.
has
ruled that all slot machines In
There are «o exercisesat Hope colOttawa county must be removed.
lege today in order to give the students

A

NEW

Mias.

this city, and L.

'W.R. Stevenson
OPTICAL SPECIALIST

An elegant line

EXPERT IN
EXAMINATIONAND CORRECTION
OP
DEFECTIVE EYESIGHT,

Unity lodge F. & A. M.

an opportunity to attend the fair.
of pillow tops for ten

cents each at John Vandersluis’on next

Svlll

hold

DRESS

fall? Whether you do or not we invite you to inspect our line of Dress
Goods and Suiting. We are very strong in this department, always aiming to
this

*t

special meeting for work in the third
degree this evening.

EYES

sold before Wednet

Note the following

ied at the Chicago Theological Semi- Tuesday.

FREE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

and

entered

the Western Theological Seminary.

steamer Joe to save the engine and

Cheviots.

for cooking purposes.

Venetians,
Broadcloths,

The fire department was called out
The schooners Abble and J. H. Ste- Monday to the Walsh-DeRoo Milling&
Cereal company’s works, where fire, no
vens brought in lumber from Manistee
on Tuesday for the Scott-Lugers Lum- doubt from spontaneous combustion,
had started In a large bln of soft coal.
ber company.
Prof. J. B. Nykerk, as directorof the
Read Du Mcz Bros’, store news today
Hope
church choir, has made preparaon the last page. If you are thinking

OPTICAL SPECIALIST.

about getting material for a new
KOLLA5D suit or dress this advertisement

4 Hast ElRbth Street.

fall

will

interest you.

52’

50
56

Zibelines,

Venetians,

“

< t

........... 25c

i

........... 50c

»

“

k

.50c, 80c,

38
44
52

Zibelines,

boiler from the wreck.

W. R. STEVENSON

28
36

Venetians,
Black Brilliantines,

How was your gas bill? The maters
were read for the first time on W*^Captain Upham%of Saugatuck, with a nesduy. The general verdict of housewrecking crew, is engaged on the keepers Is that gas Is very convenient
nary, has returned here

;

34 inches wide .........

Twilled Suiting,
Tricot Flannel,

Peter De Young, who last year stud- chine at one of the furniture factories

EXAMINED

specials:

have a large and varied assortment at prices which are right and reasonable.

The schooner Mary Ludwig brought
In a cargo of lumber and shingles
day at this price.
The fence and grandstand at the Wednesday for the Scott-Lugers Lumbaseball grounds were purchased by ber company.
David O’Connor had a thumb badly
A. B. Bosman and most of it has been
lacerated while employed with a maremoved.
Wednesday. None

or

“

•*

S100 and $1.35
........... 50c

>i

'•
i

«

“

(«

........... 75c

*•
•

“
“

t

t

........... S0c

«

......... 81.35

BLACK DRESS GOODS AND SUITING
A large stock at 25c up to S2.00

tions for special music for next Sunday,

when

the Rev. Dr. J. T.

Bergen will

lie

installed.

Saugatuck people believe their harbor
will he completed by November,
of John Van Mourik, East Fourteenth
1904. The government has appropriatstreet, on Saturday, aged SO years. Th<
Dr. McDonald, the specialist, is ot funeral took place Tuesday from the ed $135,000for work there.
Hotel Holland today. Head ad.
Contractor H. Van Dyk has about
Central Avenue church.
Horn-To Mr. and Mrs. Klnas De- John Kropp, a young man at work finished the fine residence for H. W.
Hardle on First avenue, between FifMaat, West Seventh street, a son.
at the shoe factory,while at work on
Allegan fair Will take place on Oct. a sole leather roller had two lingers teenth and Sixteenth streets..He is also
Mrs. M. Van Mourik died at the home

LOCALISMS.

t;.

7. s and !*. Carrie Nation will

l'“

one of the attractions.

so badly crushed that amputationwas
found necessary.

Good dental work at low prices 5s
Peter G. Rooks of Linton, North Dawhat you can get at the office of De- kota, is visiting relativesand friends
vries, the dentist. Read yd.
'here for a week. Mr. Rooks was formMrs. G. Brower died ^Monday at the erly sheriff and now is clerk of court.
home of John Bull at Harlem, north of He states that the former Michigan
this city. She was IK) years old. The people who are in the Dakotas are dofuneral took place Wednesday,the Rev. ing well. Sam Pas and family of
A. St rubbing of New Holland officiat- Herreld, South Dakota, are expected

41 East Eighth Street,

HOLLAND.

What we say we do we do

buildingthree houses for himself 'which

do

he will offer for sale.

John Thompson has sold

his restau-

rant on Eighth street to R. A. Marr.h.

While

.Mr.

Thompson has had

charge

of the, restaurant he gave the public

:>C

0000900000000^00^ t

good service. Mr. Thompson and family expect to return to Chicago.

RIGHT ATTIRE

The council has decided that the
work of constructing a sewer .on Sixteenth street, between Harrison anl
here this fall to locate.
ing.
The postofflee at this place has ad- Central avenues, had better be: postDuring the month of August there
poned till spring. The cost will be'
were 39 deaths In Ottawa county, 33 vanced to the presidentialclass, takabout $5,070.
In Allegan and 38 in Muskegon.Of ing effect Oct. 1. The postmaster’s
A. B. Bosnian and Dr. H. Kremers
the deaths In this county Grand Ha- salary will be $1,000 per year with alhave
bought the 40 acres of marsh
lowances for rent, fuel and light. This
ven reported five and Holland nine.
land
in
Black river north of. torn,
advance
in
the
office
has
been
obtainIn the estate of the late Harm Brecommonly
known as “the island.” Some
ed
without
the
aid
of
rural
routes,
the
mer his wife, HendrikjenBremer, his
establishment
of
which
has
been
re- twenty years ago John Kruizenga took
filed her petition asking to be appointed
as administratrix. The hearing Will sponsiblefor the advancementof many possession of it and part of the land
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small offices.—Saugatuck Record.
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on
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Lakes.
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315
feet
long
arid
in jail awaiting circuitcourt for the
alleged stealing of eight bushels of has 45 feet beam. The main deck ac- railway printers. It will be 60x1:9' feet,
red wheat from the barn of Edward commodates four railroad tracks each one-story brick. It will be built on the
Dillon. Justice Pafcelson disposed of 300 feet long. She is G5 feet from kee! corner of Thirteenth street and: Van
to pilot house. The Grand Haven has Raaite avenue.
the fellow Saturday night.
eight
gigantic boilers and two large
Miss Reke Busli and Henry Vander
John Kellogg of Agnew was arrested
'fore
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aft’ funnels which give ex- Water were married Wednesday eveaWednesday on the charge of cruelty to

young man — that is what we'd aim, and our claims are backed
by facts. The young man knows the value of a good personal appearance. We have the RIGHT ATTIRE for the young man at popular
prices. They are an elegance of
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Style, Economy- and Perfect

Our Policy

cellent draft.

ing at the home of the bride's parents,
Under the new law that went into Mr. and Mrs. H. Bush, East Eighth
effect September17, you must not leave street, the Rev. A. Keizer officiating.
alleged.
The Holland Gas company is far be- your wife or children under 15 years of Many fine presents were received by
hind with its orders to connect resi- age without providing for them. If you the popular young couple.
dences with the gas mains. Over 2C0 accidentlykill or maim a person, while
Albert Wilbalder had his left thumb
connectionshave been made and nearly hunting, the penalty is ten years im- severely cut on a rip saw at the West
that many more have placed orders. prisonment and $1,000fine. AH imitation Michigan furniturefactory Wednesday.
jewelry must how bear a stamped
Mrs. Sarah Mattlson has finished her
At the Hope church parlors Tuesday
statement of the makers’ name and the fine home on the corner of River and
evening Dr. J. T. Bergen and Prof.
fact that it Is imitation. The law now Nineteenth street and has moved into
John M. Vuijder Meulen gave an in-

animals.He overworkedhis horse and
fed the animal very poor hay, it is

teresting talk

on work dene among

Fit.

prohibitsthe marriage of first cousins.

We treat our customers sms to make loyn) friends of them, as
our only hope of a continuance of their patronage i* based on the honest methods in the production and representation of our goods at
prices that are the lowest but at the same time give perfect \satisfaottion to- the wearer.
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Judge Padgham yesterdaygranted
John Flieman, who was arrestedi on
decrees for divorce to Anna J. Lewis tlie charge of stealing $30 from Jim
Mrs. D. A. Zuidema died Sunday
Boom For 8hU»..
against Arthur R. Lewis. The custody Tunsey of Grand Rapids, was brought
evening at her home. 350 River street,
A fine nine room and basement brick
of a minor child, Gwendolyn Lewis, here yesterday by. Sheriff Dykhuis. Tie
aged 83 years. The funeral took place
house, on good residencestreet, for sale.
was given to the complainant, the de- waived examination in Justice Von
Cement walks and everything first-class.
Wednesday, Rev. S. Vander Werf offifendant not being considered a suitable Duren’s court and was held to the cir- For particularsapply at this office.
ciating.
guardian.Alfred A. Finch was grant- cuit court, bail being fixed at $1,000.
B. Ueidsema. who sold out his furnied a divorce from Mary A. Finch on
Hblngles.
G. Van Schelven, who is securing
ture business and store, is now at Hot
charge of desertion.— Grand Haven historical information in regard to tbit
Farmers or others who are Id need o
Springs, Ark., where lie has bought a
Tribune.
locality, was in Chicago this week and shingles should give me a call. I aho
home. The baths there have proved
A mistaken notice prevails that a gathered considerable news matter on have some cedar fence posts for sale.

the Indians and whites of Oklahoma.

very beneficial to his health.
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We carry a complete line of
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body when found floatingIn the river those points. He also Interviewed AnCor. Land and 27 tb Sts.
or lake, must be left in the same con- drew Blackbird,the Indian author, who
Mousy Tv> Lout
dition as found, and that it can not is located at Chicago.
Money to loan on easy terms. Inquire
be removed from the water until the
The Wilson Harringtonproperty on
A. W.
coroner arrives. This idea is altogether
Michigan avenue, in the Fifth ward,
Fillmore township.
Gas Ranges,
erroneous. There are times when life
has been bought by Mrs. George BanAddress, Holland,
2-tf
might be saved when a body has been
croft. The latter has been ill at her
1 Gas Plates
If you take the Pere Marquette rea l In the water but a short time by means
summer home, north of the bay. She
Nea KlielU.
the change in the time table next Sun- of artificialrespiration. One can genand
I have the finest lino of sea shells and
day. The passenger to Muskegon at erally tell when finding a body whether expects to greatly improve the Harrington property.
Indian eurios in thecity Geo. H. Hui
Steel Ranges.
f»:85 a. m. then leaves at 6 The 3:20
it has been In the water long or not,
zinga. the jeweler.
a. m. to Chicago and the 11:50 p. in. and if there Is a possibility of restoring The management of the baseball associationshould be aided lu every way
from Chicago will be taken off.
They
life by artif rial respiration,it should
A fine parlor organ, good as new, for
possible in their endeavor to raise funds
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Schols, East be resortedto every time.
sale at half price. C.’ A. Stevenson*
are
to pay off the debt incurred. A good
Sixteenth street, mourn the death of
Eighth street, Holland, Mich.
Dr. H. W. Hcasley of Burnip's Cornneat
team has been maintained and the
their Infant daughter Catherine, on ers sent his annual crop of students
attractive,
For forty years Dr. Fowler’s Extract
Sunday last. The funeral took place to the Detroit college of medicine Snt- Invent of the sport were enabled to
witness good games.
of Wild Strawberry has been curing
durable
Tuesday, Rev. D. R. Drukker official ruday and they are n promising lor ot
summer complaint,dysentery,diarrA
reception
tendered
.Superlnand
ing.
young men. The doctor is a gradual
hoea, bloody flux, pain in the stomach,
and .V.
Clarke
a few evenings and It has never yet failed to do everyeconomical,
O.i 'ionday one of the interurbao of that school and la strictly loyal lo
iku at
.uiiv of Dr. H. Krenurs, thing claimed for It.
car; .lilo coining along near the Van the institution.This grist from his
W i* give you the sanni connections and service that the Gas Co.
ih'-. board of education.
avenue switch
prepjratory school are Malcolm Smith.
FARM FOR SALE.
vc)-c the members of the!
does, free of charge.
raile
nd the shock threw' the pas- George Brown, George Hardy and
A Dii-acrefarm, four miles north of'
i! '.i' ct; and the
ach-ra
senge from their seats. James Purdy H-irry Davis. So far some thirty have
HoiD.rd and three miles west from New
s< iiofil. A very pli-asanjfi
HU:
UUil b ?d a scalp wound and Mrs. .T been ben -'itedby the preparation posMICH.
Holland. Big house and barn and Cor. 8th and River Sts.,
hiltiS
njoyi-d by all.
plenty water. A number of pear, apW. AHord of Chicago and Airs. Rogers sible here, and in four years of foe
of Naugatuck also sustainedsllgh'. past seven the highest standings wer^ A file* ouncert was given Friday even- pie and plum trees and all improved
COW FOR fvtLE.
Annie — Better doctor your health beland. Part cash payment and part on
bruise. . The company at once took made at the collegeby Burnip’s Corn- ing under the auspices of Grace church.
time. Black loamy soil. Good place
Choice of thr?" new miDh cow?. Enfore applying beautifyingremedies.
the injured to the office of Dr. J. .T. ers students. In fact, Burnip's Cornera Those who took part were Miss Evelyn for dairying and live stock. Three- quire of John Weeraing, Crisp, Mich.
Mersen, where they received medlccl is the banner professional town, and Metz, Miss Jean .Steffens, Mrs. G. J. quarters of a mile from Harlem creamRid yourself of constipation,indigesattendance.The accident was caused her citizens may be justly proud of Diekema, Mrs. Geo. E. Kollen, Prof. ery, three-cjuartersof a mile* from
'‘New good digestion waits on appe- tion, with Rocky Mountain Tea, and
schools and also close to churches. Inby the rear trucks following the switch her record, and just credit should be J. B. Nykerk. Martin Dykema, H. Van quire of C. Bazaan on the place.
tite. and health on both.”
you’ll have a beautiful complexion. 35
while the front trucks were on the given the promoter as he does the Hassell, Will Breyman, G. Chapman Part of property can be exchanged If it doesn’t, try Burdock Blood Bitcents.
Haan Eros.
ters.
and Master Tern Petri.
for city droperty.
work gratis. — Allegan Gazette.
main line.

The Woman’s Literary club will open
Ms season's work on Tuesday, Oct. 0.
the meetings to take place at the home
of Mrs. C. C. Wheeler. East Tenth
street. The club has at present 76
members.
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